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LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC, TUESDAY,
EiuUera it was fastened to a huge
block of wood," which was carried up
stream and thrown in so that it
would be carried into the tree. One
by one the family whs taken to safety, Pastor Heany being the last to be
'
pulled. ehore..
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Pittsburgh, Sept 3. The number
f , fatalities arising from the floods DISAVOWS DEMAND
of Monday morning la western f
the Panhandle of West VirFOR ARBITRATION
ginia and eastern Ohio, was increased
to forty today when it became known
that John Demstel, his wife and two
children were missing from the ruins GREAT BRITAIN SAYS SHE HAS
of their home on Chartiers creek near
NOT
THAT FAR IN

Colliers, W. V., 18 drowned.
Cherry Valley, Pa., 6 drowned.
Burgettstown, Pa., 4 drowned.
Avella, Pa., 3 drovned.
,
Canonsburg, Pa., 7 drowned.
Woodlawn, Pa., 1 drowned.
Wellsburg, W. Va., 1 drowned.
In the various .localities attempts
are being made to take care of the
Ihomeless and to repair in part the
damage caused by the floods. Crews
of railroads arrived Monday night at
the different places where washouts
occurred and are hard at work today
In shape to restore
Butting tracks
traffic which has practically been at
a standstill for 48 hours. While great
',damage was done by the Btorm In
eastern Ohio, no loss of life has yet
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No Right to Ask Arbitration
COTTON FAIRLY GOOD
Washington, Sept. 3. No less than
Washington, Sept. 3. The departthree separate and distinct '"lines of
action" are open to the British gov- ment of agriculture today announced
ernment in dealing with the problem that the condition of the growing ecl
raised by the passing of the Panama ton crop on August 25 was 74.3 per
canal tolls act President Taft has cent of a normal.
Cotton condition by states follows:
Indicated that one method was to in75;
80; North Carolina
Virginia,
clude In the act a paragraph giving
Carolina" 73; Georgia 70; FlorJurisdiction to American courts to South
70;
pass upon whether the act constituted ida 72; Alabama 75; Mississippi
a discrimination against British ship- Louisiana 74; Texas 76; Arkansas 77;
Tennessee, 76; Missouri 78; Oklahoma
ping. In violation of the
fote treaty. Another way would bej84: California 75
to
to allow any British shipowner
test under existing laws before any
COTTON GOES UP.
United States court his right to use
New York, Sept. 3. The governthe canal under the treaty on terms ment's cotton crop report, published
of equality with American ship own- at noon today', was both preceded and
ers.
followed by sensational activity and
Chairman Adamson of the house excitement in the local market. A
committee on Interstate and ofreign general covering movement developcommerce, and many senators have ed at tlhe opening, owing to reports
declared that if British rights have that cotton crop prospects were debeen infringed there already was a teriorating rapidly as a result Of dry,
remedy in the statutes. .The last ave- hot weather, and prices sold about $2
nue lg relief through arbitration, al- per bale above the" closing level, of
though many publicists have held last Friday before the government rethat owing to changes in sovereignty port was issued.
over', the canal zone and other events
developed since the
treaty, Great Britain has no actua?
right to demand arbitration.
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WOULD ACCEPT PROPER REMUN
ERATION FOR UNFINISHED
IRRIGATION PLANT

NEW YORK DISTRICT ATTORNEY
LEARNS WHERE HE CAN FIND

appeared this mom.
ing before the board of trustees of
the Las Vegas land grant and
offered
a proposition for the settlement of the legal proceedings instl-ttue- d
against him some time ago by
that body. He suggested a compromise. Mr. Camfleld admitted that the

New York, Sept 3. On the appli
cation of State's Attorney Whitman
the case of Police Lieutenant Charles
Becker, charged with the murder of
Herman Rosenthal, was transferred
today from the court of general sessions to the criminal branch of the
supreme y:ouxt before Justice Jojin
W. Goff. sitting in extraordinary term.
Becker, when arraigned, still refused to plead, acting on his counsel's advice that the indictment had
been "improperly and illegally found."

D. A. Camfleld

of
Camfield Development company
Greeley, Colo., of which he is the
head, had been unable to carry out
the terms of Us. conttact fot the
completion of the gigantic irrigation
project upon the grant north of this
condition
city. He stated that-thi- s
existed because of the fact, that his
corporation was unable to dispose of
its bonds, thus being embarrassed in
the financing of the project. '
Mr.- Camfleld proposed to the board

that

it drop the suit against his

com-

for
the collection of the $100,0d0 bond
which was posted for the faithful completion of the tpjras of the contract.
to reconvey to
Inreturn he'agi-ethe board deeds for he 16,000 acres
of land which were given to him several months ago as compensation for
his work. Mr. Camfleld also agreed
to settle all financial obligation
leaving the board free from claims by
persons and corporations to whom indebtedness had been' Incurred, in carrying the work to Its present stage.
He stipulated that he should be paid
a fair price for what has been acno
complished and suggested that
agreement be made with him until
after the board had decided definitely whether or not It would accept
the proposition of Messrs. Thorpe
and Moore of Denver for the completion of the Irrigation system.
Mr. Camfleld said his firm Is not connected In any way with Messrs' Thorpe
and Moore, but that he knew them
to be reliable men and thought them
capable of fulfilling any contract Into which, they might enter with the
grant board. He declared those gentlemen had spent a large sum of
money in investigating the project
and evolving a means of financing !t
pany, himself and his bondsmen

(Continued .on Page Four)
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ROOSEVELT SAYS
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New York

last Tuesday

on the

Lusl-tanl-

District Attorney Whitman
said at the time hefeared attempts
to spirit away witnesses.
Startling Revelations.
Some startling evidence on the subject of police graft In New York City
is likely to be revealed In tbej reports
of the aldermanlc investigation committee, Just beginning work here. Evidence has been submitted to the committee within the last 24 hours, covering a period of three years and involving 19 police inspectors or cap

BY ENGAGING IN BATTLE WITH TIIE GUARDS

HE

FCOI THE MICHIGAN STATE PENITENTIARY

00D SPEECH

Jackson, Mich., Sept. 3. State
convicts confined in bull pens
j
broke out today while in the prison
yard, and, with the officials opposing
New York, Sept. 3 Greatly pleased
them, tried to go over the walls. The
with his reception in western New
local companies of the state-- militia
York, Governor Wilson returned to
New York today from Buffalo and were ordered to the prison also- and
passed on to Trenton to transact it is said had orders to shoot any
CANDIDATE STILL
DEMOCRATIC
TALKING ABOUT YESTER- ' DAY'S EFFORT.
.

pii-so-

j

,

-

state business.
The governor stated he regarded
his speeches in Buffalo, especially
the one at the evening mass meeting,
as "setting the stage for the campaign" and his "first political address:" He was also pleased, he said,
with the manner in which the crowds
applauded his speech analyzing the
Ills attitude
third party platform.
toward the third party, he said, is
that the social reforms proposed by
its platforms are admirable, but Wieir
"method of performance is. impossible."

..

prisoner who attempted to scale the
wall.
the
When the prisoners reached
yard they, began ruining everything
within reach. Fearing they would set
the factories on fire the city fire department was summoned and aided in

the attempt to subdue the rioters.
Hundreds of shopmen and others are
on the streets surrounding the prison
and the special police, hastily summoned, are having trouble in keeping
the crowds orderly.
About 75 convicts were In the bull

y

pens which were opened by the inmates and practically every prisoner
secured weapons of some kind soon
after the gaining of his liberty. Knives,
hammers, barrel staves, etc.; wers
uesd by the convicts in an endeavor
to overpower the guards stationed inside the prison walls.
On seeing the fire department en
ter the prison yards many of the
mutineers fled back into the prison,
while others hid in the varlon factory buildings, hoping to climb over
the walls when an opportunity presented itself. It Is said that three
convicts scaled the walls and are now
at liberty. Members of the two National Guard companies were rushed
all
to the prir-oin automobiles,
militiamen going to the prison heavily armed.
An hour later the prison authorities
had the convicts apparently cowed by
the presence of the Jackson militia

Coupe Refuse to Return.
Liverpool, Sept. 3. Thomas Coupe,
a witness to the murder of the gambler, Herman Rosenthal, In New 'York,
was met by detectives when the
steamship Lusitania docked here today. He was not placed under arrest.
"I am not going back to America,"
said Coupe today at the police station.
"The only people who could protect
me are my enemies and I doubt very
much whether they are really anxious
to get me back. I can tell you there
is hardly a single policeman to be re
lied upon. Certainly I am not going
back to America unless my friends
advise me to do so."

Ey direction of Justice Goff, a tech
nical plea of not guilty was entered
for the prisoner.
Counsel for Becker protested that
he was not ready to go to trial, but
HE WILL Wl
Justice Goff quickly overruled four motions for delay and set the trial tof
To the surprise of
September 12.
all, Becker's lawyer did not aBk for THE PROGRESSIVE CANDIATE ANNOUNCES HE HAS HAD
He requested,
a change of venue.
A "HUNCH"
however, that the trial be set for some
time about the middle of October when
Muniiie, In., Sept. 3. "We're go
the "present hysteria ana clamor,
should have- subsided.
ing to win this fight," said Colonel
of Roosevelt today. The opening of his
Aside from the arraignment
reBecker, most interesting of the day's month's trip yesterday, he said, he
in view of the
aa
significant,
garded
case
Rosenthal
in
the
developments
marked his
was the discovery by the district at- demonstrations which
Connecticut
and MasJourney
through
two
office
of
hiding
alleged
torney's
sachusetts. Colonel Roosevelt was
places for possible state witnesses
"vice due In St. Louis at 3 p. m. As soon
conducted
by the
trust" in Hoboken, N. J., and Center-vlll- as he was up this morning Colonel
Wilson's
N. Y, and the report that Roosevelt read Governor
much money belonging to Becker had speech in Buffalo yesterday- in which
the governor spoke of the attitude of
been traced to Port Jervis, N. Y.
the new party toward the tariff and
deThomas Coupe,' met today by
the trusts. The colonel Intimated that
tectives at Liverpool, is one of the
would reply to the governor shorthe
few actual eye witnesses to the murly.
left
Rosenthal.
He
of
Herman
der

CONVICTS TRY DESPERATELY TO ESCAPE

been reported.
with afflicted
As communication
sections becomes established, stories
of heroic and thrilling rescues are numerous.' One particularly spectacular
' feat was the rescue of
Henry End-le- r,
his wife and two children of
Avella in Washington county, by
Rev. B. F. Heany, pastor of vhe Presbyterian church there.
The Endler home was crashed
against a railroad culvert, and ,the
family washed, down Btream. Thrte
children were hurled on the bank and
escaped, while Endler, his wife and
two other children succeeded In
catching, hold of a tree where they
were marooned.
Mr. Heany heard their cries and
procured help. Getting a rope he fastened it around his waist, and, while
six men held one end of it, he plunged Into the torrent and made for the
marooned family.
Eight times he
was washed past the flood victims'
refuge and was hauled out to try
again. Finally he reached the tree,
the rope was fastened about Mrs.
Endler and she-wdragged through
the torrent to safety. To return the
rope to the marooned pastor and the
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New York, Sept. 3. Several hundred persons who were going home
mid
from a theater shortly before
from
death
narrow
a
had
escape
night
when a "black hand" bomb exploded
before their eyes at the 4qor of an
Italian barber shop on One Hundred
street. They proband Twenty-fiftGONE
ably owe their safety to the bravery
of' Patrick Delaney, a teamster, who
CANAL MATTER.
was passing the doorway of the little
London, Sept. 3. A complete dis- barber shop, and heard the sizzling of
avowal was given this morning by the the fuse.
knew without
Delaney
British foreign office of Che
thinking twice that it was a bomb. He
official announcement that the Brit flung up his hands and yelled at those
ish government formally would de- passing to stand back. As the crowd
mand arbitration on the Panama ca- retreated Delaney
ran across the
nal tolls question.
street The next moment there was
"The lines of action which He be- a roar and the big window of he
fore! the British government now are barber shop fell Into the street. No
being considered and any announce- one was injured.
ment of the kind is premature."
The police say that the barber has
This was the full text of the for- been a
target for threatening letters
mal statement given out, by, the forfor many years. His child, a
eign office in reply to requests for old boy.'wa kidnaped several months
details as lo iw repotted doinand fori
ago but wks returned mysteriously
arbitration'.
after a hunt that lasted for six weeks.

be-

1912.

ECKER REFUSES

(LilSE

ft AT KILLS BABIES.
Wilker
Pa.t lept. 3 The
TRAFFIC IS BADLY ELCCKEO two small daughters of Arthur Geth-ina farmer giving near here, are
believed to be dying from injuries
THIS CAUSES DELAY IN BRINGING
MACHINE WRECKS
received when they were attacked in INFERNAL
SUCCOR 'TO SUFFERING
BARBER
NEW
YORK
SHOP;
bed by a large rat, which bit them re'
PEOPLE.
INJURED
NO
IS
ONE
face
chest.
about
and
the
peatedly

cause railroad communication has
been cut off, but caravans of loaded
wagons are making their way over
badly washed roads, bearing needed
Supplies. Sanitary officers In the western Pennsylvania towns are already
at work and large forces of men are
In
cleaning streets and buildings.
some villages
entire families are
shoveling, mud out of their houses.
The Chartiers valley from, Washing
Rocks, Pa.,'
ton, Pa., to McKee's
where the little stream empties Into
the Ohio river, is a scene of devastation: Ten thoueamJ acres of growing
corn have been ruined. Thousands
of tons of hay floated away on tse
muddy torrent. The damage to manufacturing will be very foeavy.
Many cities spent Monday night in
total darkness, both electric and gas
plants being flooded. Among the
larger towns which suffered from the
rise of the water were Washington,
Beaver, Burgettstown, Canonsburg,
and several smaller places In the
Chartiersj Cherry and Beaver valleys
of western Pennsylvania, while In
West Virginia, Colliers and the surrounding territory suffered a great
loss.
The list of fatalities Is as follows:

dlFIELD 1ULD
ILL "ir 'To

mm
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Canonsburg, Pa.
Pood in some sections is scarce

3,

lf

wear-divisio-

localities
starving:

SAVES

PERSONS

WOOL MARKET" BRISK
Boston, Sept. 3. Business In the
wool market during the last week was
WHOLE
ANOTHER
FAMILY DIS-- ' above the average. Prices held firm.
Transactions were chiefly in territoTO
COVERED
HAVE PERISH- ries.
Initial ordering in the men's
'"
ED IN FLOOD.
of the goods market,
,
which had been heavy, is now well
'
Original
territory
SCARCE accomplished.
wools sold during the week on a basis
60 and 62 cents, Montana
vir- bringing about v24 and 25 cents fa
pennsylvania and
, almost
ginia
average wools in the grease.

-

SEPTEMBER

tains and numerous lesser officers in
graft charges.
It Is said that two police inspectors
in Manhattan districts, 12 police captains of the same borough, one police
OF
OE
TO
A
AN
captain in the Bronx and four in
Brooklyn have been enriched by the
toll from disorderly ihousee and gamo- llng dens. Further, It Is asserted that
several police officers had confiden
tial relations with pickpockets and
WARN3 THEM JUST IN TIME TO TELLS GRANT BOARD HE WILL THEREFORE JUDGE ORDERS EN thieves.
THE IOWA SENATOR SAYS, HOWThe criminals it is said have been
'
AVOID A BOMS EXPLO- TRANCE OF TECHNICAL "NOT
y , REED BACK ALL LANDS
EVER, THAT HE WILL VOTE
permitted to ply their illegitimate
GIVEN HIM
GUILTY" PLEA
FOR ROOSEVELT
calling onv a percentage basis. One-hathe
of
their loot, paid
of
proceeds
one of a dozen fences
DEFIANT out at any
IS
TEE FUSE SIZZLIKS WILL; PAY ALL CLIOATO LIEUTENANT
TAFTS
FiAi!
throughout the city, is understood to
..... ....
have been turned over to the graft
j
'
'
RUNS INTO STREET AND HOLDS IN RETURN HE ASKS THAT SUIT SHOWS SIGNS OF PUTTING" UP collectors.
THE SOLON ASSERTS IT WAS EF
W.
is
announced
It
J. Flynn,
that
LIB-',A
BE
AGAINST
HIS
BATTLE
HIS
COMPANY
FOR
BACK CROWD OF THEATER
FECTED BY UNFAIR
'
chief of the local secret service, has
'
DROPPED
ERTY ...
PATRONS
METHODS '
accepted the post offered him by the
investigating committee. He will act
PAfFGX
WC3X
UNEARTHED in an advisory capacity.
PLACES
HAND . GUTIAGE WANTS
BLACK
A
WANTS G.O.P. II"IISECLEAKSX5

TEAMSTER

FORTY

as

Don't Envy Others' J
Success; Work and 2

5XCLU8IVB ASSOCIATED PRESO LEASED WIRE TELEGRAPH OERVICG

IIIffiTO

'

J .

4

LIST OF VICTIMS

,

i

companies and firemen and
officers who hurried to the,

special

after the outbreak. There

were no fatalities, but much
propertj
was damaged.
One fleeing convict,; falling to halt
when ordered, was shot The prisoner was running across the
yard when
told to stop, and, refusing, he was
dropped with a bullet from a gun in
the hands of a special deputy. -

,
Teddy's Throat Weakens
Terre Haute, Ind., Sept '3. On account of the condition of his throat
Colonel Roosevel was obliged to give
up a speaking tour through southern
Illinois which had been planned for
him. He was expected to speak at
Paris, Mattoon. Pana, Shelbyvllle and
The colonel said that he
Hillsboro.
could not undertake the trip, but
would speak and Mattoon.

SORRY SHE DID IT.
Chicago,, Sept. 3. Mrs. Ruth
caused the arrest of her husband, Burton McBride, a traveling
salesman, on a charge of wife and
child abandonment and then regretted her action to such an extent that
she sat in front of his cell for 48
hours at a South side police station,
leaving her, vigil only to carry his
meals from a nearby? restalurant. She
was compelled to quit iher post last
night from exhaustion but she tcld
the police she would return today.

K

Prison officials fear that the worst

has not yet come and the two local
companies of militia, numbering about
160 men, and the
Lansing company
of the M. N. G, was asked for. Every
citizen who can be induced to act as
a special guard, is being rushed to the
prison, first being armed.
The supply of firerms at the prison has been exhausted and heavy inroads are being made on the supplies
in the various hardware stores of the
city.
,

WOOD PLEADS

SAYS

IS WHAT SHOULD
OCCUR INSTEAD OF A
PARTY SPLIT

THAT

J

Dea Moines, Sept. 3. Senator Albert B. Cummins of Iowa, In a public
statement issued today, declares that
he expects to vote for Colonel Rooss
velt for president, but is opposed to

the formation of a third party. H
does not believe that President Taft
wag the choice of the republicans .ot
the nation,
"The renomlnation of President
Taft," said Senator Cummins, "was
opposed by an overwhelmingmajorlty
tha
of the republicans throughout
country simply because in his administration of the office of president to
had not done nor said the things
which the great body of tha peopla
believed he should have dona, and
said. A meager majority succeeded
in renominating him.
"The man who could not eee," continued Senator Cummins, "that taere
would be a rebellion wbeneYer
states forced a nomination against the strong opposition
of the states in which there U S:rw8"'
republican party, was blind as a bat,
"If the convention which nominattil
Mr. Taft bad changed the system in
obedience to the popular demand
have had patience to wait; but.
as though wanting to furnish every
reason for revolt, It attempted
to -fasten it still more firmly upon us.";
"The system, indefensible as it Is,
was not enough to overcome the adverse majority In the republican
states, and therefore the complacent
commmlttee, and following them tlni
convention, deliberately seated Taft
delegates from Washington, California, Arizona and Texas, who had no
shadow of title to seats in the Convention. I speak of these states be
cause I have examined the record aa
to them and have reached a conclusion after the most careful study and
reflection. And thus the will of a tremendous majority was defeated by
the power of a bad system and the
machinations of a committee.
'There is but one way, however, to
make sure that the system of the.
Chicago convention will be abolished
and its scenes never repeated, and
that is to make it plain that the can
didate who is the product of the sys- - '
tem and the beneficiary of the me
thods cannot reach the office to
winch he aspires. Therefore, I can
not support Mr. 'Taft
"The reason the republicans were
so largely against the renomlnation
Of Mr. Taft was Jheii; profound cor
'
yiction that he is not a progressiva
and does not believe in a prop
sense that the people should rule U
country. 'The fact that this was
attitude of the vast majority of be
republicans proves to be conclusively
that a new party is unnecessary, un
timely and unfortunate. I fear that
will retard rather than hastea re
t

0'y

'

t.

form.

Theodore

Roosevelt

was

ti

f

manifest choice of the1 greater nu
NOT GUILTY ber of republicans who expressed
choice for president He is appeal
to the moral and progressive to;
INDICTED WOOL MAGNATE SAYS of the people and I expect to
for him. But it must be under-thaHE WAS IN NO
I will do so protesting a
the organiaztion of a new par
Boston, Sept. 3. William M. Wood, dissenting with some of the dpresident of the American Wool com- of his platform."
pany, pleaded not guilty In the superior court today to an indictment
"
CALIFORNIA PRIMARIES
charging him with conspiring to disSan Francisco, Sept. 3. Taft ana i
tribute dynamite In Lawrence during
the textile strike in that city last Roosevelt adherents " turned out In f
force for the statewide primary todnyj
winter.
Y
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REPUBLICANS HOLD MASS MEET.
1NG TO DEPLORE DEATH
OF STATESMAN.

SANTA FE IS PLANNING BETTER
SERVICE TO THE PACIFIC
COAST.

LOCATION OF BUILDING AT 8AN
DIEGO FAIR IS AD MIR.'
ABLE

Fort Sumner, N. , Sept. 2. As a
tribute to the memory of the late Solomon) Luna, republican national com
mitteeman and the acknowledged
leader of the party in the state, the
republicans 'of Fort Sumner assem
bled in mass meeting here Saturday
and eulogized the dead statesman
The following resolutions were adopt
ed out of respect to Mr, Luna's

That the Santa Fe will put on an
other overland train between south
ern California an the east this fall
.
is the latest local railroad rumor.
This rumor says it is proposed to
run Nos. 7 and 8, known as the San
Francisco-Chicagtrain, Into Los An
geles as well as to San Francisco.
Several years ago this arrangement
was in effect, but was discontinued
and- - the new transcontinental train
Nos. 9 and 10 took Its place on tne
Los Angeles division.'
The equipment for Southern California handled by the San Francisco
overland Jnto Barstow is now attached to either No. 1 or No. 9 for the
trip south to Los Angeles. These two
trains, however, have become so
heavy that It is now. proposed to put
on a Connection between Los Angedes
and Barstow for No. 7 to handle the
equipment of that train alone.
If the plans to put oni this additional overland are carried out, the moun
tain division will be thick with pas
senger trains this winter, for the
Santa Fe will have twelve through
trains a day between San Bernardino
and Barstow exclusive of the additional sections of the California Limited
and the de Luxe that will be on after
the first of Jh year. The Salt Lake
will have six trains a day, including
the proposed Pacific Coast Limited to
go on September 30.

3. "New
; Santa
Fe, N. M., Sept.
Mexico has the best site at the San
Diego exposition the site I myself
picked out months ago and held for
the Sunshine state end I am sure
New Mexico will derive untold bene
fits from its exhibits during the en

ing,:

Whereas, It has pleased the Al
mighty in his infinite wisdom to re
move from usl Solomon Luna; and,
Whereas, Solomon Luna in his life
time was ever a friend staunch- and
true, upon whom reliance could be
placed in every crisis; a citiaen whose
best efforts were for the! Interests
and welfare of the community at
large; a leader, able, resourceful, and
vigilant; a man unselfish and honest
in all his dealings with his fellow-menand an upright and conscien
tious gentleman; and,
Whereas, In his removal, the state
of New Mexico has lost one of its
ablest and foremost citizens; one who
lias done much for the upbuilding of
our commonwealth, and who has done
incalculable service in the betterment
of conditions in New Mexico; and.
Whereas, The republican party has
lost a leader, whose counsel was ever
sought by the nation's executives, and
whose efforts materially aided the
party to achieve victory in the nation; and.
Whereas, We have lost a friend
who was near and dear to us; upon
whom we learned to lean and in
whom we trusted Implicitly, for our
faith and confidence was always Justl- d; snow, therefore, be it
Resolved, That we give expression
in this manner to our sincere grief
and sorrow at his removal; be it fur
;

GETS CONSTIPATED

That we extend to his
our
deep sympathy in theil
family
bereavement; and, h" it further
Resolved,' That a copy of these
resolutions be sent to the widow of
'our lamented and deeply esteemed
friend.
E. H. SALAZAR,

'Chairman.
C. C. HENRK,

0. B, BARICKSON,
JOHN S. TAYLOR,
H. R. PARR0NS,
C. R. WILKINSON,
CHARLES- SIMON,
K.' W. EDWARDS,
A. P. AN AY A,
Committee.
PRIMARIES IN CALIFORNIA.
San Francisco, Cal., Sept. 3. Pri

mary elections were hjeld throughout
California today W all political parties for the nomination of candidates
for congress, state senate and state
house of representatives. Successors
to 22 superior Judges were also voted
upon, but party politica did not figure
in these contests as the new state
law provides that judicial positions
shall be nonpartisan.
Interest !n the primaries centered
chiefly in the fight of th Taft and
"
Roosevelt factions to secure the nomi
hation of their candidates for the
ate senate and assembly, as these
ndidates will comprise the deljO-eto the state convention to be
id three weeks hence. In addition
the drafting of a platform, the
choose the slate
.d,te convention-wilSince Dotn
electors.
of presidential
the Taft and Roosevelt factions made
their fight in the primaries under the
designation of the epublican party
the importance of the contest is apparent. The faction which fails to
control the state convention will be
put to the necessity, according to the
state law, of circulating individual pe
titions for a ticket of thirteen elec
,
tors.
s

Hill. Homer, .Ga., has us
ed Foley's Honey and Tar Compound
reeom-mA- a

1

NT.

for years, and says she always never
it to her friends. "It
foils to cure our coughs and colds andf
croup, we nave uve tmiuiey b
Aran and always give mera
for a cold,
Honey and Tar Compound
and they are all soon well. We would
not be without it In our house." O.
a. Schaefer and Bed Cross Drug Co,
j-

-

"CASCARETS"
PATED.

IF CONST!

Gently Clean Your Liver and Constipated. Bowels While
You Sleep.

CLEANSE ITS LITTLE STOMACH,
Take a Cascaret tonight and thorLIVER AND BOWELS WITH
oughly cleanse your Liver, Stomach
"SYRUP OF FIGS."
and Bowels, and you will surely feel
great by morning. You men and wo
If men
Look at the tongue, Mother!
who have headache, coated ton
coated, it i a sure sign that your lit- gue, can't sleep, are bilious, nervous
tle one's insides, the stomach, liver and upset, bothered with a sick, gasand 30 feet of bowels is clogged up sy, disordered stomach, or have backwith putritying waste matter and ache and feel all worn out.
neqd a gentle, thorough cleansing at
Are you keeping your bowels clean
once.
with Cascarets or merely fencing a
When your child is listless, droop- passageway every few days' with salts,
ing, pale, doesn't sleep soundly or eat cathartic pills or castor oil? This is

PPHolvfid.

t, t

January 1, 1914, in order to give he
landscape gardeners an entire year to
prepare the setting of green. It has
been stated repeatedly that there will
be two expositions on the Pacific
coast in 1915 one at San Francisco
and one at San Dfego, hut it cannot
be stated too frequently that there is
San
to be no rivalry but
Diego will have an exposition which
and
will be unique and beautiful
which will appeal, with greater force
to the people of the southwest, and
of Central and South America,

WHEN YOUR GUILD

'

l

191.5."

So said David CharleB Collier, president of the San Diego exposition, and
known throughout the land as the
man who put San Diego on the map."
Colonel Collier arrived in the city yes
terday and expects to spend a week
or ten days here. As many or his
friends greeted him on the street to
day he was asked about the exposition that San Diego is building now.
"We are working hard on this great
project," he said, "and we expect ta
have all the buildings, finished by

ONLY

-

ther

tire year of

heartily or is cross, irritable, feverish,
stomach, sour, breath bad; has stomach-ache,
diarrhoea, sore; throat, or is
full of cold, give a teaspoonful of Syrup of Figs, and in a few hours all
th foul, constipated waste, undigested food and sour bile will ,gently
move on and out .of its little bowels
without nausea, griping or weakness,
and you surely will have a well, happy and smiling chiV again shortly.
With Syrup of Figs you are not
drugging your children, Deing comsenna
posed entirely of luscious figs,
and aromatlcs it iannot be harmful,
besides, they deanly love Its delicious
taste.
Mothers should always kjeep Syrup
It is the only stom
of Figs handy.
ach, liver and bowel cleanser and regulator needed. A little given today
will save a sick child tomorrow.
Full directions for children of all
s
plainly printagesi and for grown-uped on the package.
Ask your druggist for the full namft
"Syrup of Figs and Elixir of Senna,
prepared by the California Fig Syrupn
Co. This is the delicious tasting,
old reliable. Refuse anything
gen-niTi-

else offered.

lost Annually by Wage
Earners
that about
Dr. Sadler estimates
v
$80,000,000.00 in wages Is lost annual-Ito the American people as a direct
result of colds. Lost time means lost
wares and doctoring is expensive,
Use Foley's Honey and Tar Compound
nromntly. It will stop the cougn, ana
heal and sooth the sore and Inflamed
air passages. O. G. Schafer and Red

$80,000,000.00

Cross Drug Co.

U. A. Smith, BHdgeton, Ind.. had
kidney trouble for years, and was so
crinoled with rheumatism he could
not dress without help. He started
using Foley Kidney Pills, and says?
"I began to get beter at once, and
now all my trouble has left me and
I do not feel that I ever had rheu
matism. I rest well all night and tho'
59 years old, can now do the work
of a man of 35 years. I would like
to he the means of others getting ben
efit from Foley Kidney Pills." Refuse
substitutes. O. G. Schaefer and Red

3, 1912.

RIGHT

TWO

OF A

important.
Cascarets immediately cleanse and
regulate the stomach, remove the
sour, undigested and fermenting, food
and foul gases; take the excess bile
from the liver and carry off the con
stipated waste matter and poison
from the intestines and bowels.
Remember, a Cascaret tonight will
A
straighten 'yon out iy morning.
box from your druggist means
healthy bowel action; a clear head
and cheerfulness for months. Don't
forget the children.
FOR LOUISIANA CONGRESSMEN
Baton Rouge, La., Sept. 3. Closing
a campaign of more than ordinary in-

terest, because of the unusual number of contests, democrats of Louisi
ana went to the' polls today to ex
press their prefeaences for the con
gressional nominations and for su
preme court judges. In the First district Congressman Estopinal appeared
as a candidate for renomination, with
In thie
R. B. Otero as his opponent.
Second district) Congressman Dupre
was opposed by Louis Le Bourgeois.
ia the Third district Henri Gueydan
appeared as the opponent of Congressman Broussard, who seeks another term in th, house before he
takes his seat; in the senate in 1915.
Congressman Watking was a candi
date for renomination in the Fourth
district and bud as an opponent
Frank Looney of Shreveport Three
rival aspirants contested in the Fifth
district for th,o seal) of Congressman
Ransdell, who has been elected to the
United Statea senate. In the Sixth
district there were four candidates
for the unexpired term of Congressman Wlckliffe and in the Seventh!
several aspirants appeared for
the seat of Congressman Pujo, who
declined to be a candidate for
Dr. J. B. Aswell was unopposed
for the nomination in the new Eighth
district. The complete results of the
primaries will probably not be known
until late tomorrow.

dis-tric- t,

--

be answered each month by Santa
Fe freight agents. They are pupils
In the Santa Fe correspondence school
and have to turn in a lesson, containing ten answers each month of the
year.
The lessons receivedjby the agents
in this vicinity are prepared by R. J.
Parker, general superintendent of To
peka. The lessons deal with questions
such as the above, with seemingly in
significant matters, but which an agent
is supposed to be familiar with, and
litle problems of how to bill certain
classes of goods, handle shortages or
excesses, consignments of freight sent
collect, and practically every situation
with which the agents must deal. And
a record is kept of the grades and
percentages of correct replies:
Which is the "B" end of a car
Well, it is the one toward which the
piston rod In the airbrake travels.
The right side of the car is then
found by standing In front of . the
"B" end, and the rleht side of the
car is on the right hand, and the
left on the opposite.
The agent who replies that goods
can be shipped In a box in which high
explosives have been carried, is
"flunked" 'and receives a zero mark.
For the railroad considers such boxes
dangerous and explosions have been
known to occur from boxes which had
been saturated from a leakage of nitroglycerine.
The Santa Fe's correspondence
school for agents Is further supplemented by "personal" Instruction each
month when the agents on a division
meet at some point and discuss all
problems which may arise from theif
work. The agents on the local division meet monthly at Topeka, with
the division officers as the professors.
The agents present liny
problemtt
which may arise under their Jurisdic-

LINES

UN-EQUALE-

CAR?

PLACE

o

IS

SIDE

AN HONORED

TO LOS

ANGELES

sembled, sincerely deplore thl tragic
and untimely death of Hon. Solomon
Luna, one of the best men the state
of New Mexico ever had, which ocsurred near Magdalena,
Thursday
night, August 29, 1912, and in view of
the high esteem! and respect we had
for the deceased we enact the follow

i
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MELON DAY AT ROCKY FORD.
Rocky Ford, Colo,, Sept 3. Rocky
Ford kept open house today and her
visitors, to Judge from the crowded
streets, Included nearly every man,
woman and child la the entire Ar
kansas valley. The visitors were royally entertained and (each and every
one was given his or her, fill of ihe
Juicy watermelon and luscious can te- loupe for which Rocky Ford is famed
THIS IS A 8ANTA CORRESPOND the country over. It took something
liite 20,000
ENCE SCHOOL QUES- watermelons and 400
crates of canteloupes to furnish the
TION
feast, but the good and hospitable
is people of this enterprising and prosTopeka, Kan., Sept, 3. Which
the right side of a boxcar? Which is perous city never do thing by halves
the "A" end and which is the "B" on Melon Day. They have been pracend of a car? And1 should a boxcar ticing the '"stunt" for nearly 25 years
which has contained high explosives, and each succeeding year the carnibe used to ship other merchandise? val has assumed larger proportions
These and similar questions have to and the attendance has been greatly

GEI Pfl
If AI

PEOPLE

memory.
We, the republicans of Fort Sumner, New Mexico, in mass meeting as-

'A

CO,
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of Women's Ready

store.
are now permanent features of this
known
We have added to our line the well

"PiyNTZESS" GARMENTS
which

Fashion and
are being so strongly featured in all the
the
Household Magazines, which, with,

increased.

in
gives us two lines positively unequaled

ST Y LE, Q 1 A LIT Y AN D WO RI M A N S III P

Antoine Deloria, postmaster at Gar
den, Mich., knows the exact facts
when he speaks of the curative va
lue of Foley Kidney Pills. He says:
"From my own experience I recom
mend Foley Kidney FtRs, as a great
remedy for kidney trouble. My fath
ers was cured of kidney disease and
a good many of rnyi neighbors were
cured hy Foley Kidney Pills. O. G.
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Co.

.

Every garment in either line is absolutely

GUARANTEED FOR TWO SEASON'S WEAR
EXCLUSIVE STYLE

assured, for we buy no two garments alike

"

VealWi'rStoro

Las

A really effective kidney and bladder medicine must first stop the progress of the disease and then cure the
conditions that cause it. Use Foley
Kidney Pills for all kidney and bladder troubles and urinary lregularitles.
They are safe and reliable. They
help quickly and permanently. In
the yellow package. O. G. Schaefer

CP
Established

7

muuuJai 6 dull

W
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and Red Cross Drug Co.
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uct, but has put his personality and reputation behind his
statements.
He csjn be trusted because hils very business existence is at stake.
He believes in his goods to the extent cjf investing his capital, nor
only in making the goods right, but) in advertising, which
will not prove permanently profitable if he fails to make
good secure repeat orders.
,
The advertising is not only a protection to the trade name, but it
'
is the advertiser's guarantee of quality.
You are justified in being suspicious of unadvertised goods, because, however much confidence the dealer or manufacturer
may have in them, he has not enough faith in them to spend
money in telling others of their goodness.

tion.

The correspondence school method
of the Santa Fe is to keep each agent
informed on the latest problems which
may arise in freight traffic, and it al
so gives the officials an opportunity
to see how thoroughly the agents un
derstand their business. If any par
ticular text can be said to be used, It
is the 'Instructions
to Agents," a
book of 231 pages. It is as thorough
a treatment of the subject as the aver
age college text book on history or
science.
But five years ago this
book contained only 114 pages. This
shows the care with which the In
structions are continually revised and
kept
And so It is that every freight agent
on the Santa Fe is enrolled in the
school,
company's
correspondence
with free tuition, and a requirement
that he make an average In his les
sons considerably higher than that re
quired for promotion In the public

PAVS

Because the advertiser has done something to inspire confidence.
He has not only explained the value and usefulness of his prod

;

It A'tways

Pays

to Buy

Advertised Goods

mac
CAPITAL PAID IN

schools.

SURPLUS

$100,000.00

Ft G. Gardln It Promoted
Atchison, Kan., Sept 3. R. G. Gar
din, superintendent of the Central
branch, leaves here for Coffeyvllle to
become superintendent of the South
ern division of the Missouri Pacific
He succeeds C I Mayne,
railway.
who has been transferred to the Iron
Mountain division at Little RocV.,
Ark.
.

MASTER BAKERS IN 8ES8I0N
Louisville, Ky., Sept 3. The an
nual convention of the National As
soclatloni of Master Bakers began in
Louisville today with a large and rep

resentative 'attendance. The princl
pal features of the opening session
this morning were the address of wel
come by Mayor Head and the response
and annual address by President
George F. Clarke of Jamestown, N. Y,
A large exhibition of bakery machin
ery Is being held In connection with
the convention.'

TAXATION CONFERENCE
TO DEDICATE MONUMENT
Des
Moines, la., Sept 3. Delegates
Princeton, Ky., Sept. 3. Owing to
L.
T.
Parks, Murray vllle, Ga., Route
1, is in his 73rd year, and was recent appointed by the governors of numer- delay In Its erection
the dedication
ly cured jof a bad kidney and bladder ous state sand the mayors of many of the Gibson county soldiers' monu- y
trouble.
He says himself: "I have
cities throughout the country were ment, which was1 to have taken place
suffered with my kidneys.
My back
ached and I was annoyed with blad- present here today at the opening of heer tomorrow, has been deferred un
der irregularities. ' I can truthfully the National conference of state and til next month, when, reunions of a
say ,one 50c bottle of Foley Kidney local taxation. The conference will number of Indian volunteer regiments
Pills cured me entirely." They con- remain In session over tomorrow and will be held in connection with the
tain no habit forming ' drugs. O. G.
dedication exercises.
Thursday,
Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Co.
i

GARMENTS

" WOOL-TEX- "

J. M. Cunningham,
Frank Springer,

$50,000.00

President.

Qy

7TVs

vX

V

'o7ir

:

sf)'D- - T. Hosklns. Cashier.

INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS

Lois Vegas Sixvir(js Bank
Capital Stock, $30,000.00
Office with the San Miguel National Bank

Wm. G. Ilaydon
II. W, Kelly
D. T. Koskins

Cross Drug Co.

Garments

lo-Wc- ar

Interest Paid

I!

President
Vice President
Treasurer
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RELlAIUkAOL
ROAD IN THE

RAIL LINE OPENS
WONDERFUL
COUNTRY AT COST OF
$12,000,000.

Washington, Sept. 3, Conquering
stupendous obstacles seems to be the
special sphere of the modem railway
"
engineer, and in no section of the
world is this more forcibly shown
than In South America, A memoer
of the staff of the Pan American Union, who recently made an extensive
tour of the countries of the great
southern continent, has written most
entertainingly of a trip over the completed section of another remarkable
railroad which starts, on the coast of
the Pacific and winds its way high
above the clouds until It reaches
the beautiful ca,pitai of Bolivia.
The Monthly Bulletin's article will
contain many Interesting details of
thio comparatively little known region
of the world, facts which bid fair to
become of great, importance to the
business men of this country when
the opening of the, Panama caftl will
put them In close touch with the
great riesourcos of Bolivia as well as
the countries which actually border
the Pacific.
When nature lifted the Andes from
'
the quiet waters of the Pacific she
laid a train leading to trouble for tne
modern engineer. It Is conceded that
are more problems to the
, there
'
square mile of the great herringbone
range of mountains that bulwarks the
western sea from the eastern plains
of South America than in' any other
part of the world where railroads are
needed.
The difficulties that stand in the
communicaway of building latter-dations across and along' these peaKS
and valleys were considered beyond
solution until two Americans, Wheelwright and, Meigs, decided that Yankee Ingenuity could accomplish the
task. The Oroya railroad, of Peru,
"
a most extraordinary series of switcn-backgrades, and tunnels, reaches
15,665 feet at one point, the greatest
altitude in railroad construction, and
remains an enduring monument to the
Inventive faculty of the latter, while
the Iron lines of Chile owe their con
to
lormer.
ception
'
A more recent and equally important achievement in South American
n
railway construction was the comple--tioe
line,
first
of the
La-Pa-

y

te

trans-Andin-

1910.

In fact, it might be said that today
marks the beginning of the most active era of railroad building which
Latin America has se(en. Transit,
level and rod men are tramping the
passes and, Jungles seeking new
routes; construction gangs toil without ceasing on work already planned,
and this year sees the completion of
that singlar system of communication,
'
Paz railway.
the Arica-LIt Is not easy, to describe the Andes.
To visualize these unparalled pinnacles you must remember that they
rise from a great granite ridge which
forms the wry (heart of the range.
This range Is a bleak and barren
wall, rising to sMning summits of
white that, when the sun sinks to the
Pacific, pWs up Its 'rays to transmute them into a kaleidoscopic curtain of surpassing beauty. Yet there
is a stern, forbidding hardness in Me
vision. It is as if that granite heart
spoke through th,e volcanic incrustation to forbid these shores to the
profaning foot of man. The picture is
everywhere desolate.
Naturally the first English engineers (a British firm was awarded the
contract) who came out to take up
the work were somewhat discouraegd
at the proposition that loomed up before them. But with characteristic
determination they attacked the proD-leand soon had overcome all of Nature's obstacles.
You do not have to be a railroad
a

engineer to kuow that wat,or is an
absolute and continuous necessity on
a job of this kind. And when the contractors began to make their estimaU
on the cost of material laid down
along the route of the proposed line
they found they would have to figure
on water at about $3 the pail, which
was the same price as champagne by
the quart on the Pacific Mail steamers. While $3 was reasonable for
wins it seemed exorbitant for "agua,
as it is termed in Spanish.
The source of the water supply was
the melting snows far up In the andean
fastness, and "aguaderos"
brought it down on mules every sunup, two "eight" kegs of the rare liquid per animal.
Now, another crime is charged up
against the heartless corporations,
for the engineers building the Arica-LPaz railway ran a
pipe line,
measuring 75 miles, clear up to the
"region of eternal snows," as it is
called In the geographies, and thereby made water cheap, convenient, and
i
plentiful.
But what happened to the
business? Economically, the
answer is obvious.
That pipe line cost f 4,000,000 to
construct but all the principals ot
scientific management called for the
building of it before any other work
should be pushed., Any mortar or cement work was out of the question
on the $3 a pail schedule.
This was not the total of the construction difficulties by any means.
Arica Is a long, long journey from the
base of railroad supplies, and La Paz
The road was to be conIs farther.
structed from both ends toward the
middle. This meant hauling tons of
material over the lines already buil
to the Bolivian capital. And it is an
impressive revelation of the expense
of Andean freights that w,e find in
this branch of the work. In many
instances the carrying cost on articles shipped from the coast to La
Paz equalled the original value of the
thing transported.
Of course the familiar difficulties
in running grades, building bridges,
and piercing tunnels were magnified
because of the local conditions already referred to. But, as a general
thing, they rpsy be sain 'o have presented no unique handicap iu the
way of ral'road creating.
However,, one section over which
the line was to pass presented novel
conditions that permitted of only.one
feasible solution, a- - cog and wheel
construction.
The rack rail is the last resort In
railroading. The laying of It and the
way it runs up' operating expenses after it 1 laid puts it out of consideration except when no other method ofa

water-vendin-

g

,,

fers1.

" f

''

Yet when you have to deal with cer.
tain excessive gradients this system
is the simplest that has been hereto
fore devised.
In thlg instance the rack system is
constructed on what is known as the
Abt plan. It Is run upon a 6
maximum grade and totals
cent
per
approximately 28 miles, which in ail
probability constitute the longest un
interrupted stretch of rack railway
which has yet heen constructed in
any part of the world.
The total length of the rail stretch
from Arica to La Paz Is 267 miles
Over the line It is 128 miles to the
Chilean boundary and 139 miles from
that point to Bolivia. The highest lev
el that the road reaches Is 13,987 feet.
at a point approximately midway be
,
tween the terminals.
As all who are acquainted with the
railway system of Bolivia know, there
are two other routes connecting La
Paz, the capital, with the seaport,
First, that of the Antofagasta and Bolivian line, 711 miles In length; and.
second, the Peruvian Southern railway, via Mollendo and Aquique, 531
miles long. Obviously, the new route
being only 267 miles, offers a much
shorter haul.
In reading this article you muBt
have realized that the yield off relght
from agricultural sources will Indeed
bo small., The country over which
the lines pass is essentially mineral,
and it is from the output of mines,
marble deposits, and sulphur that the
'

YOUR flAIR IS FLUFFY, BEAUTIFUL

V.aAl

future profits wl3 accrue.
To begin with what is of moat importance, we shall see what sulphur
can be taken out of this section of
the world. '.To anyone unacquainted
with the varied uses to which this
Droduct la nut. the fact that in the
United States we find use for about
500 tons of Bulphur a day may be a
surprise.
The engineers who nave made a
thorough study of the district are unanimous in one regard. The tenor
of their reports la that the sulphur
deposits of Tacora on the Arica-LPaz line are the most Important in
the world. Ten to twenty million
tons ar,e considered a very low estimate of the contents of pnly the 'most
superior field. In fact from the data
available, the enormous quantities Oi,
mineral in this section are considert
ed inexhaustible.
As to quality, the samples takj?n
from a large deposit assayed' 73 per
cent cemmon sulphur, and It would
not be difficult to take out some million tons assaying over 30 per cent.
The great bulk of sulphur consumed
in the United States is used for the
preserving of wood in paper. This is
a branch of the paper manufacturing
industry, the importance of whicfi
'
needs no demonstration (here.
This material finds another use In
vine cultivation, while, as an ingred
ient in the manufacture of powder it
a

.
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WISCONSIN PRIMARY DAY.
Milwaukee, Wis., Sept. 5. Wisconsin vote's engaged in a general primary election today for the nomination of candidates for governor and
other state officers, representative in
congress, members ot the legislature
and county officers. Hour tickets appeared on the ballot, democratic, resocial
publican, prohibitionist and
democratic. Governor McUovern was
unopposed for renomination on the republican ticket, though the hostility
of Senatort LaFollette to the, Roosevelt party may have the deault of
result of bringing into the field later
on a rival candidate to Governor Mc- Govern. The" progressives will hold a
'convention here next week to decide
whether they will nam,e a state ticket
by petition. Two aspirants contested
in the primary for the democratic
nomination for governor. They were
Adolph J. Schmitz and Johnf C. Karel,
both residents of Milwaukee.
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RICH IS

in

PERILOUS

Women who bear children and
healthy are those who prepare
their systems In advance of baby's
Unless the mother aids
coming.
work the crisis
nature In Its
finds her system unequal to the deNEW YORK MILLIONAIRES
ARE mand made upon it, and she Is often
left with weakened health or chronic
GUARDED BY FLEETS OF
ailments. No remedy Is so truly a
SLEUTHS

JO

pre-nat-

New York, Sept.
It's poor rich
man who lacks a private guard nowa
Wherever you ago among the
days.
rich you find a couple of hired men
helping them to he exclusive.
' Thee
millionaires
the lads who have1 had their! money
such a little while that they still say
3.

'

','-

-

'please" when they ask the butler to
pass the beans now hire their jannls- fash
sarles in a sort of
ion. They are jannlsarrled by the
day, so to speak. But the real old
families the Vanderbilts and the As- ttors ' and the Goulds 'grow (their
guards in the conservatory and no
doubt have their family crests done
on the retainers in Indian Ink. Perhaps that Is why the retainers- are
always so haughty and uncomfortable
in the presence of the reporters. A.
stenciled coat of arms must be a
mighty itchy things to wear in hot
hand-to-mout- h

UNITED TYPOTHETAE MEETS
Chicago, 111., Sept. 3. Thp United
Typothetae of America began its
twenty-sixtconvention In
annual
Chicago today with an attendance of
h

help to nature as Mother's Friend,
and no expectant mother should fall
to use It It relieves the pain and
discomfort caused by the strain on
the ligaments, makes pliant and elastic those fibres and muscles which
nature Is expanding prevents numbness of limbs, and soothes the Inflammation of breast glands. The system
being thug prepared by Mother's
Friend dispels the fear that the crisis
Mother's
may not be safely met
Friend assures a speedy and complete
recovery for the mother, and she is
left a healthy woman to enjoy the
rearing of her
child.
Mother's
Friend is sold at

stores.
drug
Write for our free

AND LUSTROUS IN A FEW MOMENTS
:

GIRLS! GET A 25 CENT BOTTLE OF "DANDERINE" AND TRY THIS.
ALSO STOPS FALLING HA IR; DESTROYS DANDRUFF,
flufonce, Danderine dissolves every paras
soft, ticle of dandruff; cleanses, purifies
fy, abundant and appears
and invigorates the scalp, forever
a
as
young
lustrous and beautiful
stopping Itching and falling hair. ,
girl's after a "Danderine hair cleanse."
But what will pleas you most will
Just try this moisten a cloth with a be after a few weeks' use when you
little Danderine and carefully draw will actually see new haix fine and
it through your hair, taking one small downy at first yes but realy new
etrand at a time. This Will cleanse hair growing all over the scalp. If
the hair of dust, dirt and excessive y care for pretty, soft hair and lots
oil and in just a few moments you of it surely giet a 25 cent bottle of
toave doubled the beauty of your hair. KnOwlton's Danderine from any drugResides
beautifying the hair at gist or toilet counter, and just try

Your hair becomes light, wavy

ki

-

Y?f
L
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book for expectmembers representing the printing Inant mothers which contains much
valuable information, and many sugdustry of the entire country. The
gestions of a helpful nature.
convention will last thriee days and
BSABHELD REGULATOR CO., AtluU, Ca.
will be devoted to the consideration
of a variety of questions of Import
ance to the trade. The most of the
that is what they are hired for. Some
.
is indispenslble.
members report the present condition
of them have a working Knowledge
Another Industry that has grown and the
futur,e outlook of the printing weather.
of crooks, and toughs, , but for the
to considerable
proportions Is that industry as very satisfactory.
most part they only know that no one
For a long time the Rockefeller boys
of the exportation of copper from this
must be permitted to approach their
district. The Corocorp minle yields
John and William belonging to a
employer unless that person gives the
that
confidence
many
The
implicit
One
the greatest output at present.
well known family of Cleveland, O.,
have In Chamberlain's Colic,
sign. And they live up to that theory
people
idea
some
mineral
the
of
fashion
gets
prevalent among In a beautiful fashion.
Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy is resisted the
to
of the Andes which seem
founded on their experience in the the very rich of surrounding themWilliam Rockefeller has a hunting
be "copper riveted," when your Btea.ii-e- use of that remery and their know. selves with private policemen.
But
He
up in the Adlrondacks.
place
t
cures
the
remarkable
many
lies two days oft some inslgnlti-can- ledge of
John had to come to It the other1 day.
town that hatdly merits the of colic, diarrhoea and dysentery that He has an estate out In the Pocantlco bought up a great many farms, to
it has effected. For sale by all dealmake it, paying the top market price
name of port, while the four winches ers.
Hills, an hour's ride from New York,
for them, and purchased every house
with
Ingots
the
are loading
great
ship
which will be completed as soon as
and lot in the little village which
of the metal. The continual proces
at
are
admitted
more
no
Sicilians
REAL ESTATE TRANSFERS.
was engulfed by his spreading acres,
sion' of lighterB loaded with the "green
Ellis Island. It appears that Mr. Rock
'
Warranty Deeds.
No one was harmed, for 99 per cent
mineral are towed out and take post
disa
had
Sicilians
the
ux
to
Herbert Smith et
William H efeller and
tion alongside the forward and aft Eckert, Aug. 16, 1912, 156.29 acres, pute over the manner In which John of the land is covered with timber that
hatches, and while four of them are section 2, township 16, range 21. Con should build, his house, and the Sici- has never felt the ax, and on the 100th
cent a white bean' could not be
unloading simultaneously, you can al sideration $2,200.
lians offered to do a fireworks dis per
most feel the ship settle under the
S. H. Aurand et ux to Peter Tae- - play almost any quiet night, if their sprouted without the use of oxygen
tremendous additional lead.
to see But for some reason the villagers, wha
ves, July 1, 1912, 160 acres acres, sec- employer .ruthlessly failed
Paz rail tion 27,
had sold their homes, felt aggrieved
Here again the Arica-LCon18.
township 16, range
things their way. Just to prove that when'
Rockefeller took possession of
mad has an assured Income In sideration $1.
to
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In
were
earnest,
they
they
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them.
He had to employ a squad of
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to
Claude
freight.
Mary E. Sun. present Superintendent Briggs with a
Bunyard
The fact that there is a mine which derlin, June 28, 1912, lots .15, 16, 17, brick shower when he passed their buardsmen and build a trocha around
yields a fine quality of onyx marble 50 and 51, block 3, Pablo Baca add! hiding places, and. now and then held his home. Even then It was years be
fore the feud so far abated that a
very litue tion.
in Bolivia is "perhaps
up and robbed other Italians who did
RockefellSr
known. This beautiful stone has been
guest could go out to hunt
Quit Claim Deeds.
not sympathize with that style of arwith
used for years in the manufacture of
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Dionico Martinez et ux to L. C.
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Rockefeller
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It o'clock every Satur
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chase price, however.
thickness. At present It Is Impossible Miguel county Consideration $1.
gers come out of the woods and feel
to calculate the output of this mine
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all
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an Innocent young man, who had been
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Rockefeller Isn't the
upon in the way of a large addition
sent up to the Rockefeller domain by
only man In New York who has heen a New
to freleht carried.
York paper, left the train at
a V vtet forced to
ever
"Have
Into
gone.
you
hire private policemen to
We must not overlook "Yareta" in office to lhrke
the little depot. No one ever left the
concerning
Inquiries
One
life
and
his
re
property.
protect
writing of the resources of this
train there, unless possibly a "dear
the cost of a trip by .bo?-- , or r.)l '.''''
estimate has It that from 300 to 500
gion.
.
senator"- now and then. So the sta
',
"Yes."
con
individuals
are
thick
handed
"Yareta" is one of the best
tion agent hurried away and Inform
"And have you ever tound the
so employed. They are called
known, having a power of
ed the captain or the night watch
man who was supposed to be stantly
young
course.
are
of
hut
not
detectives,
they
3,000 heat units, and is particularly on
The captain confronted the stranger,
so calmly indifferent Most
there
duty
of them could not detect a crock
acceptable along a railroad route, and that he diecllned to give you an an
"You can't go to the big house,
But
of sauerkraut in a hall closet.
above all, in Chile and Bolivia, where swer to
bf the qusetions you were
said
the captain.
any
coal in the familiar phrase, is con
they are heavy shouldered, cold eyed.
The reporter gave up argument af
bould enough to put to him?"
This pecu
and efficient protectors and
spicuous by Us absence.
ter a time, and said he'd take the next
"I have had experiences, of that Impatient
liar fuel exists In large quantities all kind yes.
train out of the place. Inquiry reveal
Why?"
over the mountains. It will undoubt
ed the horrid fact that there was no
asked me
"Oh,
you
nothing
only
edly yield a considerable Income he a moment ago how I had skinned my
next train. The reporter wanted to'
sides cutting down operating ex
knuckles."
walk out (of the place. The captain
nenses.
of the guard wouldn't let him. He
Another product that will contrib
A story aboitt Marconi has been
wag forbidden to sleep in the depot or
In
railroad
of
the
wealth
to
ute
the
cirabout
Btock
in
slay awake on the platform. He in,
exchange
freiehts Is borate. Near the line of floating
i,
cles,
quired
passionately what particular
Bolivian
on
the
frontier,
the, track,
"Marconi, at a dinner in Newport, Hesband Declared Lydia E. thing he might be permited to do
the horate beds of Cbllcaya lie. These
was once seated beside a lady who,
"Nothing," said the captain of the
Finkhams
deposits cover almost 27,000 acres.
f
guard, savagely, "and dern little
Would
Re
As to quality of the borate found mixing him up with his compatriot,
Compound
said:
that"
Mascagni,
Is
In this pampa, it
remarbly high
store Her Health,
" Oh, I'd so love to hear you
It is the anonymous letter writer
play
and the deposit runs with great evenAnd It Did.
beautiful
who
your
thickkeeps', the average wealthy man
in
"Intermezzo,'"
to
feet
a
foot
ness from
"I'll do it" the inventor answered
in a state of perpetual siege, accordness absolutely continuous ovseir the
"
Four
Ashland, Ky.
years ago I
entire surface of the 27,000 acres. Siy promptly, "If you've got a wlneless seemed to have everything the matter ing to a prominent detective, who estimates that from 200 to 353 men
with me. I had
It average two feet all over, we have piano."
trouare
In
kidney
salt
employed dally to guard the shivof
this
enormous
an
quantity
ble and was so bad off
rich.
A newspaper, In speaking of a deering
sight.
coma naraiy rest
ii
In the Corocoro region a great ceased citizen, said: "We knew njm
"Every rich man," said he, "has at
1
docor
I
day
night
J&nz.
quantity of common salt exists, and as Old Ten Per Cent the more he
torea witn an tne some time or other hired . guards.
cut
out
to
in
had the less hespent the mone he
the custom is
best doctors in town t'lough I do not know of any that
and took many kinds maintains a permanent staff. But their
blocks, availably for local consump- got the less he lent he's dead we
of medicine but noth- names get ino the papers, and the
don't know, where he went; but if
tion.
ing did any good un- little burg starts scratching in the
You see that nature, In her own his soul to heaven was sent-he'- ll
til I tried your wonown
this
the
bialn of some unfortunate, aud the
way, has been fairly lavish with
harps and charge 'em rent."
derful remedy, Lydia
sumand
from
the
flist
of
world,
the
thing we know a crop cf nory-mou- s
part
E. Pinkham's Vege
A woman witness in Bow Street re- table Compound. My husband said it
leters Is being reaped by the
mary of the region's .resources which
victim. Maybe not a ?iigie
ihaye heen given above there can be cently admitted that she stole a let- would restore my health and it has."
one of the letter writers is really dan- little fear of a lack of freight Of ter from a ' man's pocket while he Mrs. May Wyatt, Ashland, Ky.
There are probably hundreds of thou
course, It Is hoped that the building was sitting on her knee. "WeJI.f
us, hut no one can tell thac in
sands
of women in the United States advance. The one
she
of the road will stimulate developexplained, "If you arfl going ot
thing to do Is to
who have been benefitted by this famous
ment to a degree that will mean busi- marry a man you must know some- old
the recipient of the UV.i'ft n- remedy, which was produced from gca"d
ness of many kinds that can not vje thing about him."
roots and herbs over thirty years ago by til the epistolary storm has passed
a woman to relieve woman's suffering.
by."
accurately figured upon at present.
- "Something
Not long ago a hank failed In New
ought to be done to BeadWhat Another Woman says:
ease the prejudice, against Wall
Camden, N. J. "I had female trou York,, and in the Investigation which
TEMPERANCE LEADERS CONFER. Street," said the apprehensive ciUzen. ble and a serious displacement and was followed several of the officials were
Toronto, Ont, Sept 3. The bien- "Well," replied Mr. Dustin Stax, "it's tired and discouraged and unableto do my Indicted. One of the men concerned
nial conference of superintendents too much to ask us to remove busil work. My doctors told me I never could In
the affair declared that he had
be cured without an operation, but
Lea- ness into another
and workers of the
thoroughfare. But thanks to Lydia E.Pinkham's
been made a victim of he "money
Vegetable
gue of America met in Toronto today we might change the name of the
He had heen deliberately
Compound I am cured of that affliction power."
at the invitation of the Ontario street."
and have recommended it to more than crushed, he said, because oh; bebranch of the Dominion Alliance. The
one of my friends with the best results. " cause.
He named the great banker
meeting is the first held by the orMrs. Ella Johnston, 324 Vine St
Madge What makes you say that
who had "crushed" him, and tha
outside of th)S United golf Is a stupid game?
ganization
If yon want special advic write to banker promptly began to get threat
States. Many speakers of note have
Marjorle I went out to the linkB lydia E.Plnkham Medicine Co. (confl ening letters. For the next few weeks
been secured to address the sessions, with George, and he paid more atten dential) Lynn, Mass. Your letter will
no one got near enough to that banker
which wljl continue lor .four days.
tion to the old ball than he did to me. no opened, read ana answered ny: a to
woman and held la strict confidence.
recognize him,' unless the caller
.
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bad first been carefully looked over.
Emx the pavement', in front of the
esUibliuhnient was patrolled
banking
and clumsy persons used to fall
against unknown men who entered
the doors of the banking house and
not recover themselves until every
possible place of concealment for a
'
weapon had heen patted.
J. Pierpont Morgan Isn't a nervous
person but he doesn't take any needless risks. Usually the man having
business with the Morgan firm has
only to convince the elephantine Celt
at the door that he Isn't peddling
"gats" or lead pencils, and he is admitted. And then he is ushered by
an usher who has made a study of
the profession, until he is either kiss- CU vuu vt
w asv mo ilia ii uxsr
pu
wants to see. And In the meantime
a good looking person wanders up and
down the long corridor at the end of
which Morgan's private office Is located, and no one gets by him until
after an examination that would maka
many a college president shudder. But
now and then the letters become too
numerous and violent In tone and
then the guards are doubled. But
Morgan is his own best protection.
Once, they say, a crank did get past
the guards and made his way Into

,

Morgan' soffice.
" the crank began, in
'Say, you
a loud, angry snarl. Morgan turned
on a little more glare.
"Whatr he bellowed.
"Nix, now,", said the crank, shivering. ' "I'm goin' out peaceable."
Miss Helen Gould had to hire detectives not long ago to protect her
against a murderous crank who forced
his way Into her Fifth avenue home,
and later threw a stone through the
windows.
It Isn't long since H. C.
Frick was so thoroughly frightened
by the anonymous letters he had received Alexander Berkman shot him
after the Homestead riots, It will he re
called that he fairly lined his offices
with strong hands. His motor car

was never permitted to pause when
on the street and was driven Into the
garage before Frick dared to leave
it. Andrew Carnegie Is continually
pestered by anonymous yeter writers,
and for that reason rarely appears on
the sreet. When he does, a good look,
ing, clubable youngster is in the
neighborhood, ready to thrust a violent elbow into the soft spots of any
Intruder. This sort of a guard Is apt
to be a college man, who has studied
the art of high and low tackling, can
mix a cocktail, sing a song, make
love, or he deferential to peppery old
men In the' library after dinner.
When the Duke and Duchess of
Connaught visited Ambassador TSSat"
YinrA lint Inns' ftfrrv HMfth hva.
law
nue was one seething mass of police
talent. They were so thoroughly protected that when the duke went out
for his lonely morning stroll, It sounded like the Seventy-thirregiment
But It made a hit with them, for they
took a pair of American detectives
back to Canada, and they are still a
s
portion of the semi-royentourage.
And, generally speaking, whenever
in New York you see a rich man.
there's a copper not far away. .
HERBERT CORY.
d

NORTH DAKOTA BAR MEETING.
Jamestown, N; D., Sept. 3. Many

leading lawyers and jurists were on
hand today at the opening of the an
nual meeting of' the North Dakota
TheJ sessions will
Bar association.
Particular
continue over tomorrow:
Interest centers in the reports to be
submitted by the committees on jurisprudence and law reform, on, appellate practice and procedure and on
the proposed rearrangement of judi
.
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from
suffering
Tuberculosis.
But
jernon8
.........
uc.auiuiueu tunc iue aist-anis
seldom more than "arrested."
Something
more Is needed.
its it lueuicme maae
for the treatment of Tuberculosis.
It has
conquered this disease again and again.
uvueum nave Deen euectett
i'n:ao
WherA thA mrrniinliifr.
yet recoveries resulted.
Now
... num., b .auerauve snouia weDe argue
used
In tfVOrv oaaa nf
i
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food and fresh air.
nl, uveu. - a. reuiarKBUie case
fo lows:
Weldon, 111.
"Gentlemen: Through Eckman'g Alterative I have been saved from a premature
. ,
fix numkn. A 111..
with Typhoid Pneumonia.
beMy
came very much affected; mylungs
was examined and Tuberculosis sputum
Bacilli
.......
n.
Worn tititmi
tw Bcwnmrj
l,..t.
1 Was
".
ii, iuuo, Texas.
advised
to go to
Fort Worth,
imic u hiihit-b- h in my ngnt luns
broke and discharged.
I grew worse, and
.. hfS
...vu
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rtiin. l,f..n.A.l
III
...u..ugu uic mat A musti
Colorado as quickly as possible. goI left
x
uuu Krriveu 1U tauOQ
i
wmx,
City, June S very feeble. After being
there two weeks, my physician Informed
me that my ease was hopeless.
Three
.
Ufnab. mini- Tx
remniHiJ aouie, wpigmng
103 pounds, the doctor
me
given
having
no assurance of reaching there alive.
"On July 14, HKW, I began taking
nMiiiieiiui
reuiruy lor JOU- Bumptlon. Today I weigh IBS
I
am tot and well and can dopounds.
any kind
of wo
about my grain elevator. I have
not an ache nor pain In my lungs, rat
well, sleep well, and never felt better."
ARTHUR WEBB.
(Sworn affidavit)
Kcknian's Alterative Is effective In ISron- chltis, Asthma, Hay Fever; Throat and
Lung Troubles, and in upbuilding the
system. Does not contain poisons, opiates
g
or
drugs. Ask for booklet
telling of recoveries, and write to Hckman
Laboratory, Philadelphia, Pa., for more evidence. For sale(by all leading druggist
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In 1911 for the first time, the suicide
rate of small cities in the United
States exceeded the rate for cities of
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BY REBELS

OJINAGA IS ATTACKED BY LARGE
BAND' 03 MEN AND DEFENDERS FLEE.

0

3, 1912.

f IAI1TIAL

LAW IN

THE STRIKE BELT

SYsmi

El Paso, Tex., Sept. 3. According
to advices received by General K Z.
Steever, Ojjjnaga, a border point to
strathe east and considered of
tegic importance, is threatened by
fourteen hundred rebels, said to be
commanded by Pascual Orozco. Trie
Jreport said the fiscal guards had
thrown their rifles into the vlvor and
fled to the American side on the ap;
proach of the reb,els, and that General Jose) De la Cruz Sanchez ha3 '.eft
the town with cavalry, leaving only a
detachment of infantry to protect it.
Hundreds of refugees nave crossed
to the American side, according to

,

$ .OS

One Year

CAPTURED

our small, cities last year was 19.8
per hundred thousand, whereas the
rate of suicide in. 21 cities with
or over was 19.15 per hundred
thousand population.
In 79 email cities out of 100 cities of all sizes, 1,595
persons killed themselves during 1911.
In 100 American cities (79 under
250,000 and 21 over that population)
the rate of suicide has grown steadily
from 12.8 per hundred thousand 20
peyears ago, to 20.3 in the five-yeriod ending with'' 1911., In 1910 the
rate throughout mir registration area
was 16 per hundred thousand, so that
there must have been 15,000 suicides
in the United States last year.
These figures are taken from the
tables Of Dr, Haffmona, actuary for
the Prudential Life Insurance com
pany, and are commented' on in a re
cent issue of, Jhe 'Journal of the Amer250,-00-

PADGETT........ ...EDITOR
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COAL FIELD OF WEST VIRGINIA
MAY BE SCENE OF
VIOLENCE.

SEE! This fine Dinner
Set for 5 Coupons from
$3.90
EMPRESS Flour CASH

PACKAGES ARE SO MARKED AS
Charleston, W. Va., Sept. 3, MarTO PRECLUDE POSSIBILITY
tial law has "been proclaimed in the
OF MISTAKES.
coal strike district along Cabin creek.
The move was precipitated by the
A new system of labelling and
destruction of railroad property by
has been adopted by the Wells the striking miners, who tore up
Fargo Express company. It was put tracks in an attempt to stop the ship
in effect on September 1. This new ment of coal." .There are more than
method of labelling express packages 5,000 of the strikers, all of whom are
will insure correct charges; will pre- declared to
be armed with rifles.
vent the collection of express charges
The express office at Cabin Creek
on prepaid packages and will elimi- was broken into
early today and
nate tlhe occurrence of packages with- boxes of ammunition and rifles were
way-billin- g

out markers.
Different colored markers are used
in the new system and one can now
tell by the color of the sticker whether it has been sent C. O. D. Packages
stamped with 'a yellow sticker are
prepaid. Charges ore to be collected
on packages stamped with a white,
sticker. Those with a green marker
have been sent C. O. D. Packages
"in bond", those from a foreign country, are1 marked with a red sticker.
The record of the shipment Which
is given to tbe consignor, the one retained in the express office and the
one given to the expirees messenger
are made on different colored blanks
according to class in which the package is shipped. This color system is
also carried out in the delivery
Bheets, so that When tlie' expressman
comes to deliver a package and carries a white delivery sheet, it's a sate
bet that there are some express
charges to be paid on the article by
the consignee.
The execution of this new system
takes a little longer time than the old
one, but the correct payment of express charges is insured and it will
In the end result in the saving of the
time and money formerly used to
stralghtjen out mistakeks.
This new system was put in execution all over tne Wello Fargo route
last Sunday, and though some of the
packages received here from great
distances are still marked with the
old waybills several days will make
this condition a thing of the past.
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broken open by the strikers, but before they could get away with them
the militia put In an appearance and
captured the loot. Two machine guns,
15,000 rounds of ammunition
and
more than a hundred rifles, consigned
to a coal company, were confiscated.
All wires from the strike zone have
been cut and'' communication between
the various military posts is Impos-

the advices.
Ojinaga was captured by rebels toEMPRESS, vob know, 1$ that "Mighty-Gooshot. The feda
without
firing
day
Flour that makes Baking a Delight
lx Months
eral forces commanded by General
Sanchez fled to the hills, and' a small
to fight.
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largest daily and weekly circulation 40.6 per cent of the female suicides);
Hall this afternoon directed Adjutant night. First sales varied from 5 low- was accompanied by an advance in
of any newspaper in Northwestern next came bodily disease (10 per cent
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E. S. Schalcraft came in last nignt
from his home
in Albuquerque on

business.

ALL

of El Paso came in
last ev.ening, from the Pass City jn
buulness.
R. C. Martini, a Santa Fe employe
from Amarillo, was a visitor in Las
Vegas today,
Vicente Montoya and Nlclc Cordova returned lis afternoon from a short
trip no Trinidad.
Jose Dario Guiterrez, a sheepman
from Gonzales, was in Las Vegas today on business.
Leo Lujan loft this afternoon for
Santa. Fe, where he will attend St.
Michael's College.
, George Harris came in yesterday at
ternoon from an extended trip In Canada and the northwest.
'
Miss' Rose Kellogig arrived yesterday from her home in Roswell to attend the Normal University.
Mr. and lira. Placido f Baca, and
A. D. Kingery
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NORTH CAROLINA PROGRESSIVES
3.- -A
mass
Groonsboro, N. C, Sept.
a.lherenia
Roosevelt
convention of the
in North Carolina assembled hera
electors
today to name presidential
a
and derive, the question of putting
mat
h. (he field. The regular
or Taft followers will
repuWicar-3hold their state convention in Charilotte loinoiTfi'v,
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A. K. SINGER.
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CHIROPODIST
Here from Albuquerque for four days. Treatment absolutely painCall me up and I will make an appointment.
Hotel La Pension
Phone Main 384
CALLOUSES
S
INGROWING

ATTELL

less and antiseptic.

THE THE ROCKY MOUNTAIN BANTAMWEIGHT CHAMPION RETAINS
HIS TITLE

Trinidad, Colo., Sopt 3. In the
twelfth round of a gruelling fight yesterday In which Benny Chavez, of
Trinidad, demonstrated that he Is the
equal of his opponent, the local boy
was given the decision over Monte
on a foul. The Pittsburgh hoy
struck Chavez a blow that caused the
home product to assume an expression of pain. Spectators who saw the
blow delivered rose to their feet and
shouted, "foul, foul," and Referee
Chris Waller held up the right arm
of Chavez, declaring him to be the
131.
victor. David Goodback, Attell's manRivers made a much poorer show- - ager, rushed Into the ring and Waller
ing than he did against Ad Wolgastj Btruck Wm on the Jaw The next goc.
on juiy i. tie appearea stow ana
ond, while many were clamoring to
showed to advantage only in the in-get into the ring, the ring platform
"
fighting.
fell with a crash, carrying scores
In the closing rounds, Mandot even
with it, hut without Injury to anyone.
outfought him in the clinches.
The contest was one of the test
Mandot solved Rivers' defense earseen in years. Attell did not appear
ly in the hout, landing straight lefts to be
noticeably superior as a hoxer,
to the face almost continuously withat
work
doing his most effective
out return. In the eighth he began
his short arm Jabs
infighting
sharp;
rocking Rivers' head with right and
some Htle worry, On
left swings and in nearly each one causing Benny
the other hand Benny hit the hardof the succeeding rounds, he followed
est blows and put tho Pittsburgh hay
this style of attack. He showed great
to his feet four times, twice in the
cleverness in blocking and counterfirst round. Attell's left eye was
ing.
early in the battle and
The boys spent much of the time opened
Chavez kept hammering
throughout
in the clinches, and Referee Charles
F. ISyton was compelled frequently with telling blows upon that member.
blood from Benny's mouth
to pry them apart.
Rivers had a Attell drew
shade the better of it in three in the seventh. It was a clean fight,
both men being in splendid condition
rounds, the fourth, sixth and eleventh. In the thirteenth Mandot near- and fast on their feet.
Several times during the battle Atly closed the Mexican's
right eye
tell
hit low. The Pittsburgh hoy was
next
a
and
in
left
the
with
swing
him severely cautioned by the referee and the refround he punished
eree was cautioned by the spectators
with straight lefts and rights.
Mandot appeared to be tiring In to watch out for it. The boys had
the sixteenth round and in a fierce mixed it furiously In the twelfth.
slugging match at long and short Bennyi had battered his opponent to
range, Rivers earned even honors for the ropes and Attell squirming out of
the round. The seventeenth was al- a corner had returned the compli
most a repetition, Rivers roughing it ment by raining: a number of blows
toward the cloae and wrestling Man-d- on the body of Benny. Then cams
to the mat jit the bell. The nine- the low blow, which was obviously a
foul and which resulted in the edd- teenth round waV Mandot's,
to
triei
his
best
Rivers
put away slon In favor of the battling
Trinidad'.
the southerne.m4 the 'last "round, Diit
Fireman Harris, the local "white
Mandot. clevji'lj; eluued his Tushes
and swings. The decision in Man- - hope," knocked out Herman Grant in
the first round in the second prelim
dot's favor was popular.
inary. The big fireman had it all
his own way and landed a hard one
FLYKN TAKES BEATIIiS that put the colored boy down, after
which he violated the rules of the
game in his excitement by delivering
GUT FINALLY WINS another
punch as the colored hoy fell
back. Kid Lucero and the "Battling
MILLER IN Shine," boxed three rounds to a draw.
CHARLIE
DEFEATS
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Dr. John S. Jones of the bureau' of
animal Industry is the busiest man in
this part of the country nowadays.
Last week he completed the dipping
of a arge number of sheep on the
Romero ranch several miles east of
Las Vegas. This; week he is engaged
in superintending
the dipping of
sheep in another locality. He expects to complete this part of his duties early this month.
Dr. Jones says the sheept this year
are in remarkably good condition. In
spite of the terrific winter and spring,
which materially damaged the flocks,

who
Mr. and Mrs. J. van Houten,
a short time
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have
iV... m and down Btitirs. sweep
visting Mrs. van Houten'e (parents
and bending over
in
or
Wiegand, left
Mr. and Mrs. Chris
woman
healthy
will not make a
She must get out of doors this afternoon for their home in Ra
and
wS"a mile or two every day
to Im- ton.
take Chamberlain's Tablets
Mrs. Clarence Iden and Mrs. George
her
prove her digestion and regulate
A.
Fleming left yesterday afternoon
dealers.
bowels. For sale by all
tnr Watrous where they will visit
Mrs. A
Mrs Fleming's sister-in-la'

J. Thnli.

Los Angeles,

Cal., Sept.

3.
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SOUTHERNER
MEXICAN
CLEVER
LIGHTWEIGHT.

he says that there are thousands
more sheep in the county this year
'
than there were this time last season.
' PE2NE FJAIi 104
Grass has been excellent all summer
and should continue good until late in
the winter and Dr. Jones believes the
TAFT AT WATERWAY MEET.
sheepmen should have a' most pros
New Loudon, Conn., Sept. 3. A notperous year; Ranchmen report that
able gathering in ttte interest of wat- child of Santa Rosa were visitors the wool clip this year was of unuserway development will bein in this in Las Vegas Sunday and yesterday ual 'heaviness and excellent quality.
when the Atlantic R A. McCready, Santa Fe traveling
city tomorrow,
Deeper Waterway association will as- engineer with headquarters in Raton,
THE
semble for its fifth annual conven- was in' Las Vegas today on business.
0 FUSION
tion.
President Taft has accepted
Cecil Boucher, returned yesterday
an invitation to address the final ses- afternoon on delayed train No. 10
G. A. P.
sion of the convention on Friday. from a short visit with friends in Alof
Moore
Congressman J. Hampton
buquerque.
Pennsylvania will preside and the
AND REGULARS
Harry W. Kelly and Clarence Iden PROGRESSIVES
other notable speaker will include of Gross, Kelly & Company, left last
REFUSE TO GET TOGETHER
f
and
Governor Baldwin of Connecticut
trip
ON STATE TICKET,
evening on a Short business
"
Governor Mann of Virginia.
south, of here.
The Atlantic Deeper Waterways
Francis Kelly, professor of matheSt. Louis, Sept. 3, The possibilassociation was formed in Philadel- matics' at the New . Miexico Normal
of fusion between the forces of
ity
from a the regular republicans and the prophia im 1907 for the purpose of agitat- University ; has returned
ing an inland waterway from Maine month's trip to Wisconsin.
gressives in this state was said today
to Florida. The agitation resulted in
Mr. Charles Spiess arid daughter, at the headquarters of the latter here
tne
the adoption of a definite project,
Miss Jeanette Spiess, left this after- to have entirely disappeared and
largest section of which has been noon for Denver, where Miss Spiess that the cry among tho delegates to
surveyed by government engineers will attend Loretto Heights Acad- the progressive state convention,
" .'
:' v.
and favorably recommended to con- emy.:
'
V
,
which opens this afternoon, "was no
This section '(extends from
gress.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Mcintosh, who fusion." It is said the progressives
Beaton across Cape Cod by canal to have been in Las Vegas visiting are
fully determined to place their
Buzzards Bay; to Long Island Sound; friends and relatives, left yesterday own
candidates in the field. It was
to Rarttan Bay;, across New Jersey afternoon for their home in Kingman, said to have been the hope of GoverJ
to
canal
by the New Jersey
...
Axiz:'
nor Hadley and some of his followthe Delaware river; to Delaware Bay;
A." H. Lewis, chief clerk in the ers that a fusion
with the progrescato the Delaware and Chesapeake
Santa Fe: superintendent's office here, sives might be effected and the lat
nal; to Chesapeake Bay, thence from returned yesterday afternoon from a ter would be induced to support the
Norfolk, Va., to Beaufort, N. C, over several days' business trip to La state ticket of the
regular organizawaterway.'
the,.yirginia-Carolin- a
'
'
?'
;
;
unta.
,
tion.
watinland
this
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has been m,
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Mrs. John Roach,
be
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Roosevelt
Colonel
Theodore
erway along thje Atlantic coast, it is Las Vegas during the summer visiti- thg chief attraction at the session
claimed, , would" be cheaper freight ng, her sister, Mrs. Secundino Rome- of the convention this afternoon. He
rates, lees loss of life from marine ro,, left this afternoon for her home m Is to arrive here at 3 o'clock and al
disasters, and benefit to the navy in Amarillo. .
ter a tour of the city is scheduled 10
case of war. K,
"G. A. Richardson, lecently appoint- begin his address to the delegates
ed a member of the board of trustees about 6 o'clock. After dinner he may
of the New Mexico Hospital for the aduress the members oi the City ciub
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When the first state progressive
cratie fight
of the board.
convention' met here this afternoon
election began in earnest today with lar' monthly session
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Harris left this Judge A. T. Norton ot St. Louis, in
the arrival of Representative W. C.
Tex, the
Eedfiold of New York to deliver the afternoon for Wichita Falls,
"key note speech" attacked both
nf" o Marten of sneeches to be Miss Mary Harris left this afternoon old parties. He declared the progres- she will spend sixe party was compased of men and
ii.hde by prominent party leaders from for Kansas City, where
will
the winter.
women wiho had the stamina to stand
outside the state. The election
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yestareon' of "Goshen, lad.,
term.
national ticket as prin
full
a
They
progressive
for
Washington
dav .afternoon on delayed tialn . No,
are also confidently expecting to car- hn from a short trip to the Grand cipal attraction, the Nebraska state
eon-of the third party was
Colorado. Miss Louise convention
ry three if not all four of the
convene here shortly afto
scheduled
districts. The republicans
has
who
Beck, Mft Gortner's niece,
na
noon
,
and
ter
state
today.
ar e aiming to keep the
joined
been visiting 'in California,
tional contests separate, but the dem them at the Grand Canyon and ac- - It was decided at a meeting of
ocrats are making one fight of it in comnanied them to Las vegas. mm third party leaders held lasfc night to
the belief that they have a better Johnson and Miss Beck will leave for endorse the state candidates of the republican party without exception, prochance of capturing the farmer vote Indiana Thursday.
,
na
vided the candidates were desirous of
other
and
tariff
by injecting the
such endorsement by tne progressive
tional; issues into the state campaign,
It was also decided at
TITLE convention.
KILBANE TO DEFEND
to, nominate
conference
last
night's
record-breakCON NAUGHT WELCOMED
New York. Sept. 3. A
ft'.' 'O: "Henry of "Omaha and 0. 3,
Kdmonton,, Alta., Sept. 3. Edmon- In crowd of fight fans is expected
n:n
the,
metropolis of the north t th St. Nicholas Athletic club. to Smith yef Kearney, for presidential
to take the place of the two
ern' prairies, extended an enthusias- morrow night when Johnny Kllbane electors
on the republican
nominated
Connauiht
elecors
of
Duke
'to defend his
tic welcome; to the
steps into the ring
tl-of
ticket who favor the candidacy
and party upon, their arrival in
champion
'
of featherweight
title
six
The
Taft
President
remaining
houses
Business
one of the
city this" morning;
against Johnny Dundee',
who are favorable
and public buildings including the best little fighters New Yora nas republican electors
will be en
Theodore
to
Roosevelt,
of
the provinnow $1,500,000 home,
in a long time, The two.
candidethe
with
stale
dorsed
along
at
were
elaborately
battle
d
cial parliament,
are carded for a
an
for'
hour
After
dates.
wrangling
corated in honor of the distinguished 192 mounds.' The campion, thoufli n
to decide whether
able
enterwithout
of
being
foi
features
visitors. Numerous
i,a ,heen absent from the ring
should nomin
tainment have been arranged for the some time, appears to be in good trim. or not the committee
convention
the
candidates
etate
ate
the
remain
who'will
l
party,
Dundee also is reported In exreiiwn
until 7 o'clock tonight.
tomorrow
adjourned
until
Kdinonton
hout.
guests of
condition for the
Agents
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IN SPITE

OF THE UNFAVORABLE
WINTER SHEEP HAVE
IN NUMBERS.

ness.

Call and See Tbera
See us for anything else
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A. K. Singer, a chiropodist of Albuquerque, is in Las Vegas on busi-
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day.

we

have the most
line of Ladies' and Hisses'
Dresses, Coats, Skirts and
Tailored Suits. ...
PRICES

i

Miss
Batchelor left this
ternoon for Salina, Kan.
Mr. and Mrs. E. M. Bagwell of Shoemaker were visitors in Las Vegas toNiilUe

FCtf VALL md VTINTES
arc arriving DcIIy,
We are proud to say,

HEM
Mil
Tim n urn tiiio

SCPTEWZER
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TOE-NAIL-

Out-

generaled and outfought In nearly ev.
ery round by Joe Mandot, of New Orleans, Joe Rivers, the Los Angeles
lightweight, lost the decision to the
southerner at the end of their
bout in the Vernon arena yesterday. The Mexican claimant to the
highest honors in the lightweight
class was a mere novice in the hands
of the clever New Orleans lad, although he outweighed Mandot two
pounds when they entered the ring.
Rivers weighed in at 133 and Mandot

G

C

COO
EXC

At-te-

whlrl-whid"-

TRIP
HATES

wit

"

I. "

aos Angeles

'

fiGDmQO

San Die9

CCOmCS

San Francisco and return direct
Seattle, Tacocia & other points

?I2?

Tickets on sale August 29, 30, 31, September 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6.
Stop overs allowed in either direction. For further information
call on or write. ., , " r "x
'

L

D.

BATCHELOR, Agent.
n

Afca
DEMOCRATIC

U'

V,

CONVENTION.

STATE

p)

Fcrli

end Kelcrn

S

September 9, i9i2.
Tickets oa sale Sept, 6 to 9th inc.
1 Final

h

return limit Sept, 14th 1912.

REPUOUCAN STATE

COilVEfili

September 12th,

1912.

Tickets on sale Sept, 9th to 12th inc.
Final return limit Sept, 16th, 1912.

'SIXTEENTH ROUND AT
FRISCO.

TODAY'S BASEBALL
American League
S'an Francisco, Sept. 3. Putting a
New .York, Sept. 3. New York-Bo- s
cyclone finish to a cautious, well ton game postponed, wet grounds.
Judged early pace, Jim Flynn of Pueb
National League.
lo, was declared the winner of Ms
battle with Charley Miller at Colma
Pittsburg, Sept. 3. First game:
R.H.K.
yesterday when the big San Francis

can refused to leave his corner and
toe the scratch for the sixteenth
round. Miller gamely stayed through
the fifteenth,
round, but. claiming
that two of his rtbs had been frac
tured and that he was hardly able to
walk, he ignored the bell for the sixteenth. The motorman's condition
was plainly such that he could not
continue. It .was whispered at the
ringside that the police were about
to draw the curtain on the scene.
With the exception ot some of the
Flynn outfought his
early rounds,
'
former sparring partner and gave a
severe beating to the championship
aspirant. He closed Miller's left eye
and drew blood trom the face more
the last five
than , once. During
rounds he had the big fellow wobbly
a portion of the time and on four oo- Ja bull's-eye- ;
casiohs nearly-score- d
by

Pittsburg

.... ....
j

Chicago ... . . , . . , .
Robinson
and
Adams,
Cheney and Needham.
Chicago, Sept.

3.

.

.2

SET.

D. L. DATCI1EL0R.
SIS

4

.5 12
Gibson

1
;

1,;
Jefferson Ray nolds President
Ha!!ett Raynoids Cashier
Reynolds Vice President
H. Erie Hoke Asst Cashier
Stsphan B. Davis Vice President'

'E.

D.

,

First game:

R.II.B.
5 10

Chicago

2
Detroit ........
Cicotte and Kuhn; Mullin and

1

8 3
Stan- -

age.

FIRST.;NATI0NAL BANK
.

Washington
Philadelphia
Groome and Henry; Crabb,
and Thomas.

R.

11.

4

0

2 11

E
0
it

HOW'S THIS
We offer One Hundred Dollars Re
ward, for any case of Catarrh that
cannot toe cured by Hall's Catarrh
!
?
' M111ervV!" A
','"'- Cure.''
dropping
- F. J, CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
' Miller Was willing at all times and
We, the undersigned, have known
forced the fighting through many of
F. J. Cheney for the last 15 years, and
the1 rounds.'4 He stood and exchanged
believe him perfectly honorable in all
with, Flynn . and business transactions and financially
punch for punch
started several rallies that brougat able to carry out any obligations made
the crowd to Its feet yelling. Flynn by his firm.
NATIONAL BANK OF COMMERCE,
used an effective right uppercut and
Toledo, O.
Jolted Miller with head punches. He
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken inter
landed frequently on the body, but nally, acting directly upon the Wood
took few chances In registering his and mucous surfaces or tne system
Testimonials sent free. Pdice 75 cents
blows.
ner bottle. Sold 'by all drugists.
During the tenth, after Miller had
Take Hall's Family Pills for consti
beaten Flynn around the ring in one pation.
.
of the sensational rallies, he stood
and looked at the fireman and then
Pnw. if any. medicines, have met
. v
said, smilingly:
with the uniform success that has at"Gee, Flynn, I've got to give it to tended the! use of Chamberlain's Co
lic, Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy.
,'ou. ; You're a tough guy."
cures of colic and
Flynn weighed about 182 pounds The remarkable
which it has effected in al
and Miller was down to 218 ringside. diarrhoea
most every neighborhood have siven
Spider Kelly refereed.
It a wide reputation. For sale by all

''''
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B JEAN ELGLNEROD

rrn

CLHTnAL 11 01 EL
V7A5.:7. f.77,
"

Cor Grand and Douglas Ave.
Sast Las Vegas, N. M.

The rush of the day's work was
nearly over in the telephone office.
Jeanette Whipple, trunk operator, fac
ing the clock, saw that In a little less
than two hours her time would be up.
She wondered if Richard were watching the clock as impatiently as she.
Such a long, long time to six o'clock
and the happy walk home.
She glanced over at the local board.
The

LAS VEGAS GARAGE

local girls were always busy.
Their hands flew as they connected
line after line. The drops fell quicker than they could answer them. The
chief operator (No. 25 ofBciall), was
working back of the board on the
Hayes.
The monitor walked up and down,
up and down, back of the girls, who
hated her nearly as much as they did
their chief. She had been 15 years in
the business and showed it. She was
reported to have a soft spot in her
asheart for the young,
sistant chief operator at the desk.
The messenger boys called him the
fellow with the "pretty blue hair.
a-The girls called him "twelve-enbalf," being assistant to No. 25.
Jeanette laughed to herself aa she
thought of it Then she turned down
a jack to see It No. 170 were still
talking to Ridgeton. Captain Henry's
big voice boomed in her ear, and she

M BIEHL, Propietor
416 Grand Ave
Phone Main 447

Battery Charging Station
Automobiles (or Hire

d

eurly-heade-

A. II. Lorenzcn

d

Carriage Manufacturer,
General Blacksmithing,'
Carriage Painting
DEALER IN

Heavy Hardware and
Wagon Material

caught a sentence,
old, been foreman

S

:

"tall

of the Electric

about 80 years
old, been foreman of the electric
company six years,"
she turned up the
Mechanically
Jack.
Then, as she realized what
listened again.
PETER P. MACKEL she bad heard wasshe foreman
of the
Richard
Why,
HOUSE AND 8IGN PAINTING
Electric company. What could have
Hardwood Finishing, Paper Hanging happesedl
and Glaring.
"Oh, Lathrop'll die. There Is no
'
Estimates Cheerfully Given.
chance. Don't know just how It hap. Old Town pened yet Nash has always borne a
(treat Side Plaza
good name, though there .has been
bad blood between him and Lathrop
a long time, I hear. Have your men
watch sharp. If he did go on that
four o'clock I'll head it oft at Saturn.
LAWN MOWERS SHARPENED
there about 4:30. If he got off
It
Lock and Gunsmith Bicycle and at gets
Ridgeton, which I doubt he can't
GeLeral Repairing
have gone Jar yet I think he will
on toward the west Got it allt
keep
520-6tE.' Las Vegas
Street
6 feet 11, dark, smooth face, well
built brown suit black derby all
and

dark,

'

...

H. O. YOUNG
h

Goodby."

right
Automobile, Carriage &

t

rang off.
Jeanette took the connection down
and leaned back in her chair. The
bulletins on the board swayed up and
down with a horrible, sickening
270

'

SIQfl PAttlTIFia
N.

0.

429

ao-Ho-

HERMAN
.......

..

?

"Wire Is still busy. I will call you,
,
she said.
Captain Henry fumed. Jeanette listened in silence. Then he slammed
She watched the
up bis telephone.
clock and waited. 4:55 she drew a
long breath, and passed the call. Is
a few moments they were talking.
Captain Henry gave the same details that he had given to Ridgeton,
gave them like a flash. Then having
evidently learned wisdom, he passed
calls to Lakevllle, New Burn and
New York at the same time.
Jeanette had not thought he would
do that The train did not get Into
New York until nearly six o'clock.
Dared she delay that call so long a
timeT
She took the calls slowly, making
him repeat several times, until his
voice was like a cannon roar with
anger. Then she set her teeth, folded
her arms, and waited. Once she made
a feint of receiving reports on the
calls and after giving the bogus information courteously to Captain Henry recorded It on the back of the tickets.
5:00 N. C. (no circuit).
6:10 By (busy).
The girl beside her was watching
her curiously. How queer Jeanette
Whipple was looking.
The fight was on. 270 called every
other breath.
Jeanette tried to keep him good
natured. If he should call No. 26 and
complain, an
Investigation would
quickly settle everything. She would
be sent away on the spot Every mln
ute's delay meant hope, perhaps life.
The intense strain was telling on
her. She tried to hold herself still
and calm that she might think clear
ly. She began to realise the terrible
The agony
thing that had happened.
of It sank In slowly. Perhaps she
would wake up suddenly and find that
she had been dreaming.
But 270 was grim reality. He was
v
calling again.
Then for over an hour she stub
bornly fought every inch of the way.
Captain Henry was a big man and a
smart one, but he could not manage
something he did not, understand. He
had been obliged to wait for busy
wires before this. It was nothing new
He
nor surprising.
never even
dreamed that this peculiar combination of busy wires, with other tech
nical terms that sounded perfectly
proper, even familiar, was due to a
his age, in
slip of a girl,
the central telephone office Just four
blocks up the street
The numbers danced before her
tired eyes. Her face was hot with the
excitement. But when six o'clock came
she had Just put up the connection
between 270 and New York. She had

The noise of falling plugs grew
The. hum of voices died into
silence. The board seemed an ln
measurable distance away.
Then, slowly her brain cleared.
She had no trouble In realising now
what it all meant Richard Nash, her
Richard Nash, had killed Lathrop.
His face came up before her, clear
cut as a cameo, the wise, tender face,
the frank, steady eyes. Why, every
one had hated Lathrop, but Richard.
He had only laughed at Mm. It could
not be true. Some one was playing a
Joke on her.
She looked swiftly down the long
line of girls. All were working, still
and sober. The monitor paced slowly,
back and forth. No. 12H was writing

falat

Grand Ave

PLAZA HOTEL
NEWLY REMODELED
Private Baths and Lavatories
Steaui Heat Private Telephones
Rates $2.50 per day and up
AMERICAN PLAN
Special Rates by Week or Month

.

out trouble reports.

A drop felL It was 270. She took
It before the recording operator could
reach it and plugged in on tne nne.
Her voice sounded strange to her as
he spoke.
"Toll line."
"Give me police station. Saturne,
Captain Brlggs to the telephone. And
right away quick, too, central"
She made out the tlcaet siowiy. tier
Angers were stiff and cold. She felt
numbed all over except her brain.
That seemed on fire. She looked down
at the small diamond on her left
hand. Whether it were true, or not,
he waa Richard ' yes and she loved
'
him.
If Rldxeton had not been able to
get a man down to the train in time

Shumate's Studio
CQL01 W01K A SPECIALTY

Hand

painted

,

portraits,

scefitry. place cards, favors,
motoesetc.
TELEPHONE

.

TiAINaa4

H

use i?

No Birl TUere are no germs In
our Ice. Our Ice Is made from the
purest ol waters; Is highly recommended by physicians, and la giving
he beBt satisfaction to all our patrons. Don't buy Inferior Ice and pay
Just what you would if you were
f
Ice.
our pure,
THE CRYSTAL ICE CO.

us-to- g

germ-proo-

Phone Main 227

,

to search it, after getting Captain
Henry's message, there was a smau
chance for his esoape perhaps she
could make it a bigger one, if he were
really on that train, as they thought
Could she keep 270 from getting
Saturne before the train passed there,
a whole half hour yett
Nw York was probably his goal. If
she could keep the train from being
searched before it reached New Tork
be might escape west, or across the
water.
Was he thinking of their walk home
t the end of the day, now, Bhe won
dered, remorse and fear fighting
within him. Or had he had no time
to think of her yetT
7fl was ealllna again.
Tnn't vou tret Saturne, Central?
What is the matter?"
"Wire is busy. I will call you," sn
answered clearly. It was only quar
ter of five now.
She cast a furtive look at tne mon
Bhe
itor, who was coming toward her.
answered two other calls, and made
monitor
connections.
quick
rlanced at her board, then walked

ne

Time seemed

inwiv awa? again.

stand still. 4:57 4:68
An article that has real merit should
time become popular. That such Is
the case with Chamberlain's Cough
Remedy has been attested by many
dealers. Here Is one of them. H.
Ohio Falls, Ind.,
iW. Hendrickson,
iwritea, "Chamberlain's Cough Remedy la the best for coughs, colds and
croup, end Is my best seller." For
gale by all dealers.

in

270 called again.

to

.

.

raotain Henry's voice boded trem
ble for somebody.
"Why can't I twve SaturneT I must
have them before 4:60.
.Teanette almort Hughed. Her blood
Cap--t
was up now. 270 must have
H.nri said bo. 270 must not
said
have Jeanette Whipple
Which would win?
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CALL FOR REPUBLICAN COUNTY
CONVENTION
Republican Headquarters of the Coun
ty of San Miguel.
Las Vegas, N. M., Aug. 19, 1912.
A convention of the republican of
the county of San Miguel, state of
New Mexico, is hereby called to be
held on the 11th day of September,
1912, at 9 o'clock in the forenoon of
said day, at the county court house
in Las Vegas, New Mexico, for the
purpose of choosing 39 delegates to
the State republican convention which
will be held in the city of Albuquer
que, New Mexico, on the 12th. day of RATES

SHORT ORDERS AND REGUtAR DINNERS
NAISI.K ALWAYS HANDLED

THS BEST GOOD3 OBTAI

WANT

September, A. D., 1912, for the pur
pose of nominating a representative to
the Sixty-thircongress of the United
States and three presidential electors
to ho voted for at the general eidolon which will be held on Tuesday,
November 5th, 1912, and for the pur
pose of transacting such other business as may properly come before
said convention.
The various precincts of the Coun
ty of San Miguel are entitled to the
following number of delegates from
their respective precincts,
Precinct No.
Delegates
2
1. San Miguel
4
2. La Cuesta
4
3. Las Vegas South
4
4. Tecolote
7
5. Las Vegas North l
6. Las Vegas Central............
7. San Antonio
i
1
8. Las Vegas Arriba

SOCIETY DIRECTORY

'

A,

LUMN

FOR CLASSIFIED
TISEMENT8 '

,

AOVER-

Chaperito
San Geronimo

Sapello
Rowe
Rociada
Sapello
Las Manuelitas
Union .
San Patricio
IS. Mlshawaka
19. McKInley

3T

B

38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.

M 1205iie
at T:8t
WOsms, H. P.;

OPTIC'S NUMBER,

t.

4

2
2

For Rent

El Pueblo

2

Los Vtglles
San Isldoro

2

La9 Gallinas ..'
Penasco Blancoi
. ..
T r"rr
Los Torres
Tecolotito
Bernal
Canon Largo
Romerovllle
Los Fuertea
OJitos FrfoB

3

2

".

t

.

Eighth street.

FOR RENT

FOR RENT

J.

.

Two rooms for light
925 Second street.

2

2
2
2
2
2

0.

1.

4
2
2

..,

FOR room and board apply 710 Grand

avenue.

2 WE TEACH
2

Proxies will be recognized only
when held by residents of tha same
precinct from which the delegates are
chosen, Primaries in the various pre
cincts shall be held as soon as pos
sible but not later than the 9th day of
SeDtember In nreclncts other than
Nos. 8, 5, 6 and 29.
Secretaries of the various primar
ies are requested to notify the presi
dent of the County Central Committee of the date of their primaries and
the names of the delegates chosen
"Richard!"
Immediately after the holding of the
She turned back to the door and meeting. Election of the precinct
tried to call his name, but it was only Central Committee will not bo neces
a gasp. Then he caught her.
at these primaries except to fill
Sweetheart has some one been sary
a
vacancy.
Jeanette
Why,
yon?
frightening
SECTJNDINO ROMERO,
Why, Jeanettel"
Chairman.
With a great effort she struggled
out- of the darkness that threatened F. O. BLOOD,
Secretary.
,

O. F

LAS VEGA8 LODGE NO
Meets every Monday evening a)
their heJl on Sixth street AS visit

2

t

to engulf her.

you

a trade

in

a

few

'

ing brethren cordially Invited to at
tend. J . D. Fridenstlne, N. G.;
Frank Fries, V. G.; T. It. Elwood
Secretary; Karl Werts, Treasurer;
C V. Hedgoock, cemetery trustee.

months' time; no expensa but your
work.
automobiles
Electricity,
plumbing, ricklaying. ; 100 satis F. O. E. Meet first and third Tuee
fled workmen today; 40 Jobs going.
day evenings each month, at Wood
Trade
United
Catalogue free.
man hall. Visiting Brothers ear
.School Contracting Co., Los An
dlally invited to attend. A. H
geles..
Adler, President; E. C. Ward, Set
'
retary. ,
v

LAST WILL AND TESTAMENT
of Laura L. E. McCall, Deceased.
State of New Mexico, County of San
he Probate
Miguel, Office of
Clerk, County of San Miguel, N,

--

ym
ft

-

6

WEST BOUND
1:20 p. m.....ul:4S p.
6:10 a. m........6:15 p. aw
.4:40 p. m.......4:60 p. rv
6:35 p. m.......7:d0 . m

If you knew of the real value of
Chamberlain's Liniment for lame
back, soreness of the muscles, sprains
and rheumatic pains, you would never
wish to be without it For sale by
all dealers.

RETAIL PRICES

Um

IS the.

fee. to t$S

Less Than

ES Ibe-

-

'

to
July 8, J 612, Pecos" and
the District Forester, Forest Service, .
Albuquerque, N. M., wl'l be received
up to and Including the iiita d?y of
September, 1912, for all the merchant
able dry tie post timber rfindlng
marked for cutting ,'oy a Forest
cf 9ce:- - located on an area to he definitely designated by a Forest officer
before crttlng begins in that part of
T.15 N.,R.12E.,thatis included with
In the Pecos National Forest and T. 13
N., R. 12 B. and Tps. 12, 13 and 14
N.. R. 13 E. and Tpe. 13 and 12 N.,
R. 14 E. that are included ulthln the
Pecos National Forest estimated to
be 60,000 dry cedar posts, more or
less. No ibid of less than $0.03 per post
will be considered and a deposit of
$50.00 payable to the order of the
First National Bank of Albuquerque,
New Mexico, must be sent to that
bank for each bid submitted to the
District Forester. Timber upon valid
claims la exempt from sale. The right
to reject any and all bids is reserved.
For further information (governing
sales .address Forest Supervisor, PeNew
cos National Forest Cowles,
Mexico. Arthur C. Rlngland, District
Forester.

KJSS Um. er Mere. Eartt Deliver..
. to
Us- e- Each DeHmry.
fee. te
Ibe Eaeh D Every

To All Whom It May Concern, Greettag':
You are hereby notified that , the
24th day of September, A. D. 1912, has
been fixed by the Honorable Probate
and
Court, In and for the county

etefejs,

Each Deliver
Eaeh Deliver

.......

AGUA PUR

A

e

--

,

.

lae.

.

Ibe- -

Z9s per 18S
tSe per let
83a per let
. Se per Iff
lie per 1SS

lee.
lea.
fee.

COMPAlNY

Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity
State aforesaid, as the day to prove
and Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Las Vegas
the last will and testament of said
Fameus Office 701 Douglas Avenue.
Laura L. E. MoCall, deceased.
here
I
have
In Testimony Whereof,
unto set my hand and affixed the seal
of the Probate Court this 20th day
of August A. D. 1912.
II
LORENZO DELGADO,
(Seal)
Clerk of the Probate Court

NOTICE.
Notice is hereby g ven that the of
ficial paper of the New Mexico Cat
tle Sanitary Board will on Septem
ber 1, 1912, be changed from the Las
Vogas Optic, of Las Vegas, N. M., to
the Roswell News, of Roswell, New
Mexico. After the above date all notices of estrays will be published in
HOW'S THIS
.
We offer One Hundred Dollars Re
the News.
New Mexico Cattle Sanitary Board, ward for any case of Catarrh that
cannot be cured by Hall's Catarrh
W, J. LINWOOD, Secretary,
Cure.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
We, the undersigned, have known
Running up and down stairs, sweep
ing and bending over making beds F. J. Cheney for the last 15 years,in and
all
will not make a woman healthy or believe him perfectly honorable
beautiful. She must get out of doors business transactions and financially
walk a mile or two every day and able to carry out any obligations made
take Chamberlain's Tablets to im by his firm.
prove her digestion and regulate her NATIONAL BANK OF COMMERCE,
Toledo, O.
bowels. For sale by all dealers.
Hall's Catarrh Cure Is taken internally, acting directly upon the iblood
Few, If any, medicines, have met and mucous surfaces of the system.
with the uniform success that has at Testimonials sent free. Pdice 75 cents
tended the! toe of Chamberlairt's Co per bottle. Sold 'by all drugists.
Take Hall's Family Pills for consti
lic; Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy,
The remarkable cures of colic and pation. ,
diarrhoea which it has effected in al
most every neighborhood have Kiven
WANTED Clean cotton rags. Optic
it a wide reputation. For sale by all
dealerB.

ANT Ad:
Are Best

Market Finders

.

,

f

w

921 Lincoln avenue.

2

i.

-

Vlsl-in-

rent my six room furnished
KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUNC'i
6tone house by September 1. No
.NO. 804. Meets second and fosrv
tuberculosis. Apply 1013 Eleventh
Thursday to O. R. C. ball. Plone
Street
building. Visiting members are ee?
dlally Invied. Peter Emenaker, G.
FOR RENT Two room furnished
K., Richard Devine, T. g.
house.

CMO

SALE OF TIMBER, Albuquerque, N.
M., July 27, 1912. Sealed bids marked
outside "Bid, Timber Sale Application

WILL

'

s

7....

Tuesday of the month in the vestry
rooms of Temple Monteflore at (
o'clock p. m. Visiting brothers are
Isaac Appel
cordially tnvited.
President; Charles Greenclay, See
rotary.

922 Doutrlia.

TiE

eye'

No. 2
No.
No. i

E. ROSEN WALD LODGE NO. 541
I. O. of B. B. Meets every first

Front bed room, electric

light and ba h

Clerk.

Hn

1:11 0
:10 p. m
11:10 p.
4.... 11:05 p m
No. (....1:18 a. m
1:25 a.
No. 10. ... 1:45 p.m.1..... 2:10 .'

NO.

neighbors are especially
come and cordially Invited.

housekeeping.

Cherryvale

50. Guadalupe
51. San Ignaclo
52. Las Colonlas
53. Enclnosa

BROTHERHOOD

G. Laemmle,

Consul;

HUNKER

EAST BOUND

svery Monday night at
O. R. C HalL on Bonglas avenue, at
o'clock.
VTattlng members are No. 1..

2
FOR RENT Fine suite of furnished
2
housekeeping rooms, electrio lights.
11
Ibaths, etc. Excellent location, 918
2
2

LCCAL

CHEAP Two pieces of MODERN WOODMEN OF AM ERIC
property, corner Third and Colum
Meet In the forest of brotherl
bia. Call at 902 Third street.
love at Woodmen of the Worl
hall, on the second and fourth Ft
day of each month at 8 p. m, C. Cl

2

Puertecito

o. e.

T. B, Eowsn,
Ts$l,
Worthy Matron; Jaras O. Rat! edge
Worthy r&trsa; lrs. Gsons Tri?9. Arrive
Secrstary. Ffcon M&ls 2, 120 No. 2
Grand nvwans.
No.

10JMts

A

Nsw

Mum.

FRATERNAL

P.
W.

Chester A. Huake
Hunker
Attorneys at Law.

Las Vegas.

SALE Thoroughbred
homing
pigeons, any number desired, also
oordlAlly welcome. X. & QshrlBg,
a few Jacoblnes and runts. Address president; J. T. Bnaler, secretary;
C. H. Bally, treat arer.
Box 176, B. Las Vegas, N. M.

3 FOR SALE

Los Alamos
San Pablo
Chavez
East Las Vegas
Canon de Manuelitas

HUNKER

-

3sts fnt k&4 tbifd fMSsys in

S
Masonic

fuh

Sabinoso
San Jose

.

E-

O. R. C.

of bach
hall. Visiting
,

ATTORNEYS

. O. Geo. H.

RAHtrcm CHArrsn ho.

VJaisteti

2

46. Emplazado
47. Hot Springs
48. Trementlna
49. Agua Zarca

"The murder, Richard, you "
He lifted her np into his arms and,
carrying her In, sat, down In the big,
rocker with her,
"There, there, child. It's all right
Nash
Farnswortb shot
Jeanette.
Lathrop, but he is not going to die,
though they thought he was at first
It was mixed
Did you get it wrong?
at first, in the excitement Did they
tell you It was Richard Nash who did
It? His first name being my last one.
and description being rather alike did
make a little bother. He got away, I
guess. I Imagine he got that four
Why, little girl, you
o'clock train.
could not think it was I who shot
him. could you?"
And In the hush, while Susan got
supper, and the light from the Are
played on the walls, the rocking
chair swayed genuy witn 11s uuraen,
while she told him how she had play
ed the tiart of Fate to a man she
never saw.
After she was quite herself again
he looked at her solemnly and shook
his head,
"It's Just as the poets and philoso"A big
phers always tell us," he said.
door hangs on a little hinge. It takes
a woman to fool a man, every time,
and to save one, too, God bless her,
even If It did not happen to be me."

MAIN

at

aid

second

brothers are cordially invited.
D. McElroy, Exalted Kuler. D.
Condon, Secretary.

Blood, Secretary.

2

,.

month

Bjpuf
fnt Mosy m
Tsnv

vU.

Meets,

fourth Tuesday evening

mtmSA

2
2

.

B. P. O. ELKS

ROYAL
LAS VEGAS CHAPTER No. S,
eomvocar
ARCH MASONS

tioa

Llebsei

E.

filer, Cha a e e II o
Commander.
Harry
A
Martin, Keeper
Kecords and Seal.

w "','i,u",

,i"aiiiiii

San Juan
Casa Colorada
La Liendre
Pena Blanca

C'has.

no,

Fur Sai

.......... "v

ma--

Hg-Jiula-

t

'.

J

Secretary. ,
per line each insertion.
Estimate six ordinary words to Una. LA8 VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
r
No ad to occupy less apace than two
KNIGHTS T E M PLA R
V
lines. All
advertls mentt cbaraed
conclave) Mornt TmaHaat
will be booked at space actually sot,
day in sach moats
without regard to number of word. r.r.i TenrDle at 7:80 p. m. C. D.
Re
Caalt In advance preferred.
Boucher, & C; Cha
corder.

WANTED Young native
girl fot
'
light housework. Must speak English. Apply 414 Columbia:
2

..................

com-

Five cents

S

.

A. F. &

N. O. Hsrman, W. M.;

to-wi-t:

Pecos

t,

NO.

v

d

9.
10.
11.
14.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

I

IN

-

NO.
LODGE
1,
DORADO
EL
OF
PYTHIaS
MeU
KMGHTS
A. M. Rgutar
every Monday eve
munication first and
4
nin8 In Castle IlaU
"
third Thursday to aBi
'.. v,Tk vmiung ivrngnisar
v
hrothmonth. Visiting
Invitee
cordially
tnVlUjd.
jutrctiilllT

LOOE

CHAPMAN

CO

CAFl

RESTAURANT AliB

LOBBY

TOE

THE OPTIC

20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
one-quart26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
won.
32.
She stumbled out of her chair. She 33.
was so rigid she could scarcely move. 34.
She put on her hat and cloak with 35
stiff fingers. The girls seemed to shun
must 36.
It
or

ws her fahoyT They
her,
know it too;'""iviy--Oit Why, the world was full of it
Richard was a murderer, flying for
his life, and yet, so strange and untrue it seemed that even as she said
It she waited at the street door a
minute for
figure. Then
she started home alone.
Oh, to know he was safe, to know
where he wasl
She caught her breath sharply and
hurried on.
It had evidently been raining. The
dark was coming early. The mist clung
to her skirts and dampened her hair.
The electric light flickered on little
water in the
pools of wind-sweroad.
Susan met her at the door, her kind,
sisterly face placid and smiling. Then
she started.
"Why, Jeanette, dear, what has
happened?"
But Jeanette could not speak. Some
thing was beating In her throat like
a mad thing. She brushed past her
and went in. Susan did not shut the
door. Jeanette heard her saying.
Have you two been quarreling?"
Who was Susan talking to? A
man's voice answered.
It does look like It" he said.
"She has been over a block ahead of
me all the way, going like a race
horse."

SEPTEMBER

Classified ads. search out thejpeople to whom
amony al
of those who MIGHT BUY the particular
is
most:
worth
thing

That property you want to sell isJWORTH MOST to

who reads the ads. in this newspaper and would
hear of your property unless it were advertised here.

1

i

tome-on-

e

never

Others, who read and answer ads. ia this newspaper, want
(and are anxious to find and pay cash for) books,' automobiles
used machinery and furniture, articles of usefulness
of any1
sort, and musical instruments.
As the classified ads. are read by all
possible buyers of a
possible sorts of things, they have come to be the finders of the
best markets!
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Brand, Limburger,

Fancy

Domestic

Fraternal

Wihlte Kitchen. Hot waffles and
maple syrup every morning.
j.
Finch's Golden Wedding Eye,
ag4
In the wood. Direct from distillery
to you. kt the Lobby, or conns.

Swiss and Wisconsin Full Cream

The board of county commissioners
met this morning for the purpose of
acting upon a number of bills tor cur
rent accounts and transacting otlwr
business. The board will meet agaui
tomorrow morning.

--

Arthur B. Livingood has been appointed to succeed Ii P. Roacfh, as
wire chief of the telegraph department of the Mountain States Telephone and Telegraph company's exchange here. Mr. Roach will leave for
SE1 Paso in the near future.

the; cash grocer;- -

arid

Start those cool mornings with
a Breakfast of BUCK WHEAT
.

CAKES

MUST BUY STOCK NOW.
We have decided
to sell 4,000
Notice of the
S
the following postmasters, has been shares of stock of the Romero Mln
received here: Louis Garcia, Spring- Ing Company at 901 cents per share,
er; Spencer Hardie, Vaughn; PJeflad This will be the last that will b,e sold,
this sale will provide the money
Medina, Wagon Mound; John Becker,
Men; Lucius K. Kittrell, Socorro, needed to patent some of the claims
and complete the tunnel, which has
and George L. Bradford, Dawson.
only 75 feet yet to be dug to reach
Santa Fe electricians are now bus- the shaft, BOO feet of the work now

a,

and HOF1E GROUND BUCK
WHEAT flour

afternoon,

which was held in the chambers of
Judge David J. Leahy on the Plaza,

cent-makin- g

-

J; H; 'STEARNS
GROCER

We

have on hand a complete stock of

SCRLEN CCCHS, WINDOW SCREENS AND WIEE SCRELN1N0

At The Most Reasonable Prices
Get our quotations before buying

EMC WEGilO

WmBER:.
Old Town

Phone Main 150

Ladies Lingerie

GOAL

3D. WOOD

A

.NUT

UGARITE

,

.

LUMP,

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

EVERYBODY READS THE

For

US

VEGAS OPTIC

THet;0TlifeWeek'
7M,

H

C

f,

t 1

-

!

1-

-

FcrTfco

OF

THE MOTHER

,

Our expert girl ironers have
the facility, gained by long'
experience, of bringing back
the original beauty. And our
charges for this work are '
very reasonable.

Las Vcas Steam
Laundry ''- ;,;

Phone MainSl

fice 614 Lincoln avenue.
POOR OLD TEXAS!
Norfolk, Va., Sept. 3. Ten battleships of the Atlantic fleet were at
Tangier Sound; In Chesapeake Bay today for firing tests upon a regulation skeleton mast on the hulk of
the San Marcos, formerly the battleship Texas. Weather conditions were
favorable.
:
Shells were to be fired rso they
would explode in the. cage mast and

617 Doughs Are

WANTED

Tfeo

he

I

-

OF

,

JOVG G

jiiM

V'

lr-V-

We

f

.

'

soliucit your Patronage ia this line.

j.

r'

..

are now nrenared for. and Xv-

We can fit your boy

i

'

Has Arrived,
.

X--

j

D

out, in the very EEST merchandise

made, from head to foot.
Shoes, Hose, K & E Waists, Knickerbocker pants and suits,
Underwear, Hats and Caps.

Ctxll

'

See Us

cvrvd

The End ol

LABOR DAY
for Women

an
'iTr

The Famous

'

iYv

Pa JO

n

H00SIER
KITCHEN
CABINET

Y&heTamous'ffoosier

iier emancipator

oawMksf&ep?

Look into our show window and see this wonderful device,
and then come into the store and have us send you a Roosier
today on our easy payment plan.
'
v
savings in a year.
,

J.

It will pay

for itself in its

'

C. JobnSCn i & Soh

elusive Local Ajjents

Prospective Automobile
Purchasers
in a few weeks can see the new "1913" Cadillac
Demonstrator.;
The "1913 Cadillac" is a wonderful car embody-- ,
ing all modern refinements and equipped with
even a more silent and powerful engine than the
1912 model.

It will pay yoa to examine the merits of the "1913
Cadillac."

BAKERY GOODS

determine the stability ot-- ie
support. The whole upperworks of the
San Marcos were to be raked with' fire
from the battleships.
It ie known
that the skeleton or basket mast is
practically indestructible by the secondary batteries of the average warships at ordinary ranges. A special
naval board Is oonduoting the tests
and will make a confidential report
to the navy department on the resuJL

FULL HUE

I

FRESH EVERY DAY

,

1

I

Oil

Laundered

and returned to your borne in
the "it is new" appearance
you would expect had it just
arrived from your dressmakers.

Consideration

or else It had difficulty in finding a
place and selecting a time to meet
A representative of The, Optic fat
noon today asked a member of the
board, one of its officers, if the trus
tees expected to meet this afternoon.
The reply was in the affirmative.
"Where will the meeting be held?'
was asked.
"I do not know."
' "What time will it occur?"
"I can't say."
"Have Dr. Smith, George Ward,
Harry Arnold and Mrs. Prentice re
signed in compliance with the resolu
tion of the board?"
"I cannot tell you tht, as I do not

heing complete.
I lhave discovered a secret process
of concentrating the molybdenite
which gives me 73.45 per
the ore run $2,203.50 per ton. This
assay was made for Dr. J. M. Cun
condition.
ningham, by Victor Blanc, the well
known assaylst of Denver. The pro.
it pos
The boay of John Hunter, who died cess employed by', me
know;"
sible to make the mojybnite heavier
early yesterday morning, was sent
'
is
which
With
it
last night on train No. 2 to Mr. Hun than the) copper
THE DECIDING TOURNAMENT.
ter's old home ia Phelps City, Mo., mixed, or to make the copper heavier
On Friday evening on the alleys In
where burial will occur. Miss Blanche than the molybnite, thus making the the Elks' 'new club house will be held
com
Hunter accompanied
her brother's process of concentration very
the third and deciding tournament
same
at
the
time
and
inexpen
plete
east.
The
body
body was prepared sive.'
betwen the Lyon team and the Ward
for burial by J. C. Johnson & Son.
At the present time
aggregation.
to
home
We desire
have the
people
take advantage of this last sale, hut each quintette has to its credit three
The fall term of the New Mexico
the opportunity will only bo offered games, and in the entire series of six
Normal University opened this mornfor a short time, so attend to tt as games there is a difference of but
ing with as large, if not the largest soon as possible. See Dr. Cunningham one point In the scores, and this
match promises to be a hot one.
registration of any opening" .day in Or. M. Romero.
To the winner of Friday night's
the history of the school. Registra'
M. ROMERO.
tion started this morning at 8 o'clock
President Romero Mining Co. contest will be given the rignt to a
match with the Kelly team for the
and continued until late this after- noon. Owing to the large attendance
alleys and a
championship of th
ADVERTISED LETTER LIST.
be waged.
will
for
this
Dr. Frank H. H. Roberts, president
priviljeg
fight
uncalled
Letters remaining
for. for
Both teams are confident that they
of the school, was unable to state the week ending August 31, 1912.
will come out victorious, though to
the number of students who had regis
Enrique Cifre; Miss Biantita Gutier
tered up to noon, but it Is known that rez; Miss Nicalasa Guerin; Sr. Loni- - date neither has shown superiority
over the otner. in last muay a
the school will be filled to its capa cio Gomez; John B. Cucurn;
J. D
no score records were broken,
matohi
city. It was necessary to turn away Horrell; Martlla Lopez; Sr. Francisco
several playprs are entitled to
though
40 boys and girls who desired to reMartinez; Senor Juan Masias; Rev.
consoliation
a
prize, but this was due
gister in the training school classes, H. A. Mitchell; Mrs. Mahala May (2)y
to
result of the jollities
the
probably
this department
.
being unusually Mrs. W. L. Powers, Miss Elma Puck-ett;the early part of the week on the
crowded. Many of the students at the
A. P. Rohan; Antonio Sandoval;
Normal University his" year are from L. S., Shuitt; Miss Dolly Schaffer; occasion of the dedication of .the
lodge home.
other parts of the state.
Llonlres Trujillo.
Elks and their ladies axe cordially
Letters', and postcards held for post
invited to attend the tournament Friage and better directions:
day evening and they are promised
Postmaster, Execlsior Springs, Mo.; one of the most exciting contests ever
"If We Do Mt's Right"
Miss Dorothy Wilkin; Mr. Dave Vino
witnessed here.
Miles Theatre, Minneapolis, Minn.
When calling for the above letters
SPECIAL RATES AT HARVEY'S
please ask for advertised letters.
For parties remaining one month or
F. O. BLOOD, Postmaster,
through the season. Address Harvey's
Ranch, city, or call at Cutler Bros. ofily engaged in rewiring sections of
hotel. This has been
made necessary ty the deterioration
in the insolation of the wires of toe
building. The lights will he thoroughly renovated and put in first ' class

the Casteneda

Made from Pure HOME GROWN

aiot tastily

Kfl

meeting

.

f

3, 1912.

Ve-ja- s

Try a dram of Ola "Taylor bowloa
t th Opera Bar,
Regular dance at the
Brotherhood hall tonight

SEPTEMEEFt

F. M. Hughes,-- ' Mora counly comIlhOARO TO OFFICERS
missioner and deputy sheriff, was in
Las
last night, stopplng'off en
route from Roy to Mora. Hughes had ASYLUM BOARD1 LATE THIS
in his custody a prisoner charged
HAD NOT RECEIVwith rape, and was taking him to
ED RESIGNATIONS.
Mora for trial. The deputy and' his
At a late hour this afternoon the
prisoner did not arrive until late last
night and left this morning early lor board of trustees of the New Mexitheir destination. They' were maUns co Hospital for the Insane, engaged
The prison- in the transaction q routine busithe trip by automobile,
er was lodged in the city jail last ness, had hot taken up further acThe local officers did not tion upon its resolution requesting
night.
"
learn his name.
the resignation of the superintendent,
steward, assistant steward and matThe members of the Business Men's ron of the institution. Members of
class of Che Y. M. C. A. will give a the board stated that they did not
dinner Thursday evening in the so- know wfhetber the resignations had
cial rooms of the association, build- been presented, although Harry Aring. The members of the board of nold, assistant steward, told a repredirectors. International Secretary G. sentative) of The Optic that he had
D McDill, of Chicago and General
complied with, the request of the
of Colorado trustees. It was expected,, however,
Secretary Simmons
Springs, Colo., will be guests of the that the trustees would carry out
class on this occasion. Following the their
program of replacing the presdinner two picked teams will stage ent
officers with democrats later In
"
an exhibition game of volleyball in the
day.
the gymnasium. This is scheduled to
The board appeared not particularstart at 8 o'clock. , Friends of the
ly anxious tlhat the press he repremembers of the clasB are invited.
this
sented at the

See Van Petten for Insurance.

F.IacLarcns Imperial Cheese, Zeppelin

TUES.DAY,

hltn Kitchen. Hot waff'PB
muplu srup every tooniing.

LOCAL NEWS

U

OPTIC,

CHARLES.ILFELD CO.
LOCAL AGENTS

Dsst Id Tbo City

I Cooiiss, Piss, Ccw,

m

FDLLY ECDIPPED AT YGU3

O

i

Clean cotton rags. Optic

office.

Fancy Table Pears 4 lbs. for

23

Peaches for Canning $1.00 per Box
Plums for Canning
Concord Grapes

,

White Native Grapes

50 ccn'ts per Casket
60 cents per Basket
53 cents per Basket

Fried Ge!ies
We wish to call your attention to the very
nice line of Fern Dishes we are handling.
, Also to the neat little ferns and blooming

'Cinnamon

WW

plaints we have for filling them.

Telephone

IB

THE GRAAF & HAYVARD COMPANY

Tb

Heme of the Bast of EveryiuJng Eatab!

507 Sixth

Street

PERRY ONION
-S-

EEDSMEN

&

ft

SON

FLORISTS

Phone Vcgut

121

0 U CHER
"The Store of Satisfaction"

P. S. Next Door to POST OFFICE

I

or call and we will. have our deciosrelor

show you.

Lss
Phone

'

,

Vepsiiifeoie 1
Ma.".i 344,

Oaeliiae

Whalen,

&

Co,5?

Fowler Props

